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ABSTRAK

Sistem Laser

Gun adalah suatu sistem yang digunakan

dan kedudukan
ke sasaran

sesebuah kenderaan.

dan kembali

cahaya laser dapat

Laser

Gun

Faktor-faktor

mahupun dikurangkan,
sebenar

sesebuah

bentuk

sebuah

spesifikasi
Gull

sistem

diperolehi

faktor-faktor

sebenar
ada.

yang

baik

dari

dicipta juga

hasil daripada

"speed

untuk

dalam unit yang berbeza.

V

sebenar

yang

bacaan

tidak dapat dielakkan

dalam memperolehi

tesis

ini dilakukan
kelajuan,

menyimpan

untuk

im juga

pelbagai

mereka
dengan
membuat

aspek melalui

untuk mendapat
jarak,

ringan. Sebagai

kelajuan

kenderaan

sesebuah

Kajian

trap" yang dijalankan

oleh alatan

yang mempengaruhi

dengan meneliti

segi pengesanan

berupaya

kelajuan

utama tesis ini adalah

kelajuan

pengiraan

cahaya dan model yang paling

yang

bacaan

ini sememangnya

Jadi matlamat

masa ulang-alik

yang diperolehi

semulajadi

semulajadi

di antara model Laser Gun

paling

pencapahan
sistem

memberi

pistol laser itu sendiri. Perbandingan

yang

Gun, tempoh

tetapi ia dapat dipertimbangkan

kenderaan.

mempertimbangkan
perbandingan

tidak

masih terdapat faktor-faktor

tersebut.

Laser

Namun, bacaan kelajuan

sebenarnya

ini

memandangkan
kelajuan

ditentukan.

cahaya laser jenis infrared

Dengan menghantar

semula ke penerima

kelajuan

untuk mengukur

masa

tambahan,

infomasi

perolehan,
reka bentuk

kenderaan

dan menukar

Laser

yang

nilai kelajuan

ABSTRACT

Laser Gun system is the system that used for measure the speed and distance range
of moving

vehicle.

sending the infrared

The transit of time can be calculated

light to the target and reflect back to the Laser Gun receiver.

But, the speed-reading
actual speed

of vehicle which showing

of vehicle

because

influence the speed reading.
be considering
thesis

there has a potential

the measurement

all the potential

acquisition

or decreasing,

factor that
but it can

provide

system

function of measurement

speed

of this comparison

divergence

detection,

of weight.

system design is can store the vehicle

between
each Laser

distance

range,

In addition,

the

speed information

from the police traffic speed trap and can convert the difference speed unit.

vi

with

is to analyze and get which of

in speed

and the lighter

in this

of vehicle

a few aspect from the specifications

the best performance

time, beam

of actual

error. This thesis also doing the comparison

Gun model. The main objective
model

error or natural

This error cannot be avoiding

Laser Gun models with considering

this

in the Laser Gun display is not the

in the actual speed of moving vehicle. So, the main objective

is to design

considering

when the Laser Gun is
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Lasers and Laser Gun History
A German

concerning

Albert

physicist,

light. In 1916-1917,

Einstein

was

he showed that molecules

light or a light occupying

off s monochromatic

working

on

concepts

some

that were energized

only a small portion

gave

of the light

spectrum, often thought of as one-color light [11.
Research

on "Maser"

was motivated

by the idea that utilizing

a transition

between the energy levels of atom or a molecule produces a stable frequency
The

"Maser"

Radiation.

stands
In

independently
soon followed
frequency

for Microwave

1951,
conceived

Townes

and

Amplification
Schawlow,

by
and

Stimulated
Basov

Emission

and

of Masers on the basis of such principle.

source.
of

Prokhorov,

The Maser was

by lasers, which now rank as the highest-performance

devices

for

standards [2].

Gordon Gould and executives
got an enthusiastic

reception

from TRG Inc., a small Long Island company,

when they presented

the Pentagon

build a laser. In mid 1960, Gould proudly demonstrated
A second type of solid-state

laser was reported,

with a proposal

the world's

trivalent uranium

to

first laser [17].
ions in calcium

fluoride, by Peter P. Sorokin and J. Stevenson
1960 when Theodore

in 1960. This was followed

in May

Maiman built the working laser model, using a ruby cylinder

[1].
In 1961, the demonstration

of the helium-neon

Bennett Hill where their first helium-neon
near infrared.

L. F. Johnson

laser at American

J. E. Geusic,

demonstrated

H. M. Marcos,
(YAG)

the IBM Watson

MIT's Lincoln Laboratories

and L. G. Van Uitert were demonstrated

as a laser

Research
Center

emission

Three

Laboratories

in Yorktown

from singly ionized
C. Kumar

yttrium

separate

groups

in fall 1962.

in Schenectady

Heights (New York)

of liquid nitrogen

and

similar gallium arsenide
and pulsed

10 laser transitions

with high-

in the blue parts

argon where the basis of today's
N. Patel obtained

argon ion

a 10.6-micrometer

laser

from carbon dioxide. But in 1966, Sorokin and J. R Lankard demonstrated

the first organic dye laser, today a standard tool of laser spectroscopy

[3].

The first chemical laser is J. V. V. Kaspar and G. C Pimentel demonstrated
hydrogen

(New

[3].

In 1964, William B. Bridges observed

At the same year,

1964.

in Lexington was demonstrated

current pulses lasting a few microseconds

lasers.

in

diode lasers nearly simultaneously

Electric

Research

material

to the 77K temperature

of the spectrum

the first neodymium-glass

types [3].

the first semiconductor

diodes cooled

in the

red lines by White and Ridgen, which has made helium-

All three teams at General
York),

W. R

optical in the same year. After that, in 1962 the other researchers

neon laser one of the most widespread

garnet

laser operated at 1.15 micrometers

and K. Nassau demonstrated

found the 632.8 nanometer

aluminum

laser by Ali Javan,

chloride

emitting at 3.7 micrometer

in 1965. In the mid 1970s, interest

shifted to rare gas halides, which are much more practical

2

the

light sources

and which

have become a significant

part of the laser business.
for pumping

patent covers optical techniques

In 1977, Gordon Gould was

or energizing

as using a flash lamp to drive a dye or neodymium

the laser medium, such

laser [3].

In 1979, Gould also patent covers a range of laser application.
research breakthroughs

of the 1980s were dramatic extensions

The major

of the wavelength

and

power range of semiconductor

lasers, development

of new families of tunable solid-

state laser, and demonstration

of x-ray lasers. Then, in 1987, Gordon Gould patent

covers pumped by electric discharges and the 1988 patent covers the Brewster angle
windows used in many lasers. Table 1.1 shows the history of laser in summary

for

some year [2]

YEAR

NAME

DESCRIPTION

1958

Schlow, Townes

Proposal of optical Maser K light
pump, unsuccessful

Basov

Theory of Optical Maser

1959

Schalow

Proposal of ruby laser

1960

Maiman

Ruby laser oscillation

Sorokin
1958-1960

successful

Uranium laser

Aigrain (France)

Proposal of semiconductor

laser

Nishizawa (Japan)
Basov (USSR
1960

Javan et al

He-Ne laser (internal reflecting mirror)

1961

Rigrod

He-Ne laser (external reflecting mirror)

1962

White

He-Ne laser (?, = 0.6328 µm)

3

Nathan el al (IBM)

Semiconductor

laser

Hall et al (GE)
Quist et al (MIT)
Holonyak

et all (III. Univ)

1963

Mathias

N2 laser

1964

Geusic

YAG laser

Bridges

Ar-ion laser

Patel

C02

1965

Kholov

KDP optical parametric

oscillator

Wang

ADP optical parametric

oscillator

Giordmaine

LiNbO3 Optical parametric

1966

Sorokin

1969

Hayashi, Panish

oscillator

Dye Laser
double heterostructure

GaAs/GaAlAs,

semiconductor

1970

laser

Double heterostructure
temperature

room

CW

Coherent ultraviolet ray

1973
1975

Elongation

of life of semiconductor
laser

1976

Hsieh

GaInAsP Semiconductor

laser (X X1.1

µm)
1978

Several groups

GaInAsP

semiconductor

Table 1.1 Summary of laser history

4

(2 X1.3 µm)

For Laser Gun history, it is more related with `speed trap" method cause the
laser Gun function is to measure the speed of vehicle. In 1909, police traffic does not
have some equipment

to get the speed of vehicle when they do some speed trap in

the road. So, police traffic used the manual method that called as "the mark I stop
watch". This method is very simple stopwatch to time the passage of a car between
two known and fixed positions [4].
A "speed
measuring

trap"

was set up by two policemen

who began

a section of road and setting up two observation

by carefully

positions

where one

officer was placed at each of the trap. As a car passed the first officer he made a
signal (example:

raised his hand) and the second started his stopwatch.

When the car

passer the second fixed point, the other officer pressed the button to stop the watch
and had a measurement

of the time taken to travel a known distance.

Finally, the speed of the car could be calculated (or found by referring to a
book of tables). As cars traveled relatively slowly, the officer had time to step out
and stop the car. Figure 1.1 shows the first police traffic made a signal in "the mark
1 stopwatch" method.

5

Figure 1.1 "The Mark I stopwatch"

manual methods

In 1905, another method to detect the speed vehicle was become in particular
along the London to Brighton road where motorists began to view speed traps as a
serious

nuisance

Association

to their motoring

In the same year,

pleasure.

the Automobile

(AA) was being form. The new AA was soon campaigning

for its members

and recruited

its first AA patrolmen

for fair deal

to patrol the road, keeping

a

wary eye open for hidden police speed traps [4].
Members
patrolmen

were issued with a badge

were instructed

to fix on the front of their car and

to look at the front of approaching

that showed the badge of membership.

If the patrolman

cars and salute those

did not salute, then members

were advised to stop and ask the reason why. It was illegal for the patrolmen to warn
approaching

motorist of a police trap (the patrolman

with obstructing

could be arrested and charged

a police officer in the course of his duty) but if the motorist stopped

to ask a patrolman and was advised of road conditions.

6

As speed

increased,

less reliable

and new

ways found to detect the speeding motorist. As known also, the stopwatch

was only

the stopwatch

method

became

suitable at the side road watching cars traveling past a series of fixed markers. When
the cars became numerous,
cars and motorcycle
the intention
connection

as well. In 1930, the first "Traffic

of supervising

traffic and the prevention

Division'

was formed with

and detection

of offences

in

with driving of motors vehicles [4].

After
checking

and speed became higher, it became for the police to use

that the police

speed and driving

had cars they could

follow

motorist

on the road,

The speed of a car could be measured

anywhere.

driving behind the car, following at a constant distance and referring

by

to speedometer

of the police car. This method is used today and police speedometers

are calibrated

on a rolling road at regular intervals to ensure that they are accurate.

Each car will

have its own logbook and entry will be made each time calibration

test in performed

(usually the police's own workshops).

A successful prosecutions for speeding will be secure when the police car
must follow a speeding motorist for at least 3/16 of a mille-2/l0 of a mille recorded
on the police car odometer (the distance measure in the speeds) just exceeds the
statutory minimum distance.
Today, modern cars are equipped
other

vehicles.

Some

accurate measurements

are used

with a wide range of devices to detect of

at the roadside-laser/radar-whilst

of the speed of vehicles

allow

on the move. In this era, most of

police traffic prefer laser gun than radar gun cause the measurement
more accurate and lower interference.

others

in laser gun is

Figure 1.2 shows the modern devices to detect

speed of vehicle where using by police traffic in the speed trap.

7

Figure 1.2 Modern speed detection device-Laser

1.2

Gun

Thesis Objectives
The main objective in this thesis is to:

"

Learn laser application: Laser Gun system

"

Learn the principles and operation of Laser Gun

"

Learn the measurement

"

Design a program

and error calculation

in Laser Gun system

for Laser Gun speed measurement

system using

visual basic 6.0.

1.3

"

Do comparison

between Laser Gun Models

"

Determine the best performance

of Laser Gun

Thesis Outline
Chapter

I covers the laser and Laser Gun history. The traditional

detect the speed of vehicle was been explained.
thesis objectives

and thesis outline.
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method to

In this chapter also covers about

Chapter 2 explains the Laser Gun principle
equations,

block diagrams

be included especially

and figures.

and operation

in detail includes

In addition, the basic laser knowledge

will

the type of laser using in Laser Gun system.

Chapter 3 covers thesis methodology and explains about method that being
used during the development of the project.
Chapter

4 explains

about all measurement

in Laser Gun

and calculation

system. Also include range, speed, sample calculation,

error, counter measures

and

factor affecting accuracy in this system.
Chapter 5 discusses
system principle,

about comparison

features,

specification,

of Laser Gun model, which includes the

application

in many laser

and advantages

model such as RIEGL, LTI 20/20 and Kustom Pro Laser.
Chapter

6 covers analysis

beam divergence
performance

of speed range, distance

and so on. The main aim in this chapter

of Laser Gun model by considering

Chapter
programming.

range, acquisition

7 explains

Also, this chapter

is to identify the best

a few aspects.

the "vehicle

about

time,

speed

stories about objective,

measurement
function,

system"

subsystem

in
and

benefit of programming.
Recommendation
recommendation

and conclusion

and summarizations

will be included in Chapter

also included.
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8. Reasonable

CHAPTER 2

PRINCIPLE

2.1

Introduction

to Laser

The word "LASER"
of Radiation.

AND OPERATION

stands for Light Amplification

A laser is a device that controls

by Stimulated

the way energized

Emission

atoms

release

photons [18]. From the acronym of laser the key word words are "amplification"
`stimulated

emission".

It is ability of light to stimulate

and

the emission

o flight that

also, amplifications

here means

creates the situation in which light can be amplified [5].
According

from the acronym

of "LASER"

that a very bright intense beam of light can be created. The laser may be activated by
a few photons,

but then many,

many

more are generated.

The initial light is

amplified to make a very bright compact beam [6].
By
stimulating

word

"stimulated",

this means

that

the photons

same energy as the atom in the excited

by

an atom will relax from its

an atom to release more photons. Normally,

excited state anytime it feels like it. However,

are amplified

if another

photons

come by that the

state, the atom will decode to give off' its

photon and have it join the other. The atom stimulated
its photon [6].
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by another photon to release

The "emission"

word refers to the giving off photons.

The excited

emits a photon when another photon comes by. And lastly for "radiation
means has a bad reputation.

It is general term for anything

atom

" word that

that is radiated,

or given

off by an object. For lasers, radiation refers to the photons, which are being emitted
laser and that are basically how a laser is made [6].
Basically,

a laser consists

of a cavity, with mirrors at the ends, filled with

lapsable material. Just as a home stereo system is a sound amplifier, a laser system is
a light amplifier.

Laser usually using in many of application

cause the laser process

may be significantly

less expensive

in now technologies
than other techniques.

Also laser may be difficult or impossible to complete the task any other way [7].
Laser is a unique kind of light, more intense and concentrated
in nature. Laser light is differs from white light (such as sunlight,
lamps pr flashlight)

in several

ways. Light from most sources

than anything
the light use in

spreads

out as it

travels so that much less of its hits a given area as it moves farther from its source.
The laser light does not dispense as much as it moves away from its origin. Figure
2.1 shows the comparison

between ordinary lights with laser light [8]

L{
Loser

Light

Figure 2.1 Comparison

between ordinary lights with laser light.
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Another reason is the laser cutting edge does not get dull and also the laser
can be computer
three

states

characteristic

controlled to achieve reliable production.

of matter

(solid,

liquid

color. For example

Lasers are available in all

A particular

and gas).

laser

ruby is red, YAG is invisible

has its own

infrared,

argon is

green, C02 laser emit in the far infrared and exciters are ultraviolet [7].
The laser has had a tremendous
technology

impact on various

fields in science

and is a device that seems to have unlimited applications.

used extensively

in medicine,

communications,

2.1.1

Lasers are now

national defense, and measurement

and as a precise light sources in many scientific investigations.
are commercially

and

Many types of a laser

available with a large range of output wavelengths

and powers [7].

Properties of Laser Light
Basically laser is a light source. The radiation that emits is not fundamentally

different

than any other form of electromagnetic

special light cause this light has many properties
amazing

radiation.

The laser light is very

that other light do not have. The

thing about laser light is that they harness the power of light and control it

[6].
The first properties

of laser light is laser light is high monochromatic

Means here, the light coming

from a laser is all one color. As example,

white light was split up, the light will be showing

in rainbow

[5].

when the

color. But when the

laser light was split up, it just release in single laser
color. Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3
shows the comparison

between white light and green laser [9].
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i

Figure 2.2 Color in white light

Figure 2.3 Color in green light

The second properties

of laser light are laser light is very directional.

light has a very tight beam and is very strong and concentrated.
hand, releases light in many directions,
third properties

A laser

A flashlight, on the

and the light is very weak and diffuse. The

are the light is coherent.

Means here, the light is "organized"

where

each photon moves in step with other. That means also, all of the photons have wave
front that launch in unison [10].
The fourth properties

are laser light has a high brightness.

radiance of a given of electromagnetic

The brightness

or

wave is defined as the power emitted per unit

surface are per unit solid angle. Although the brightness of a beam does not change s
propagates,
(power/area)

and cannot

be changes

by any passive

may increased by focusing.

optical

system,

its irradiance

Because of its very good directivity,

light cam be focused to a diameter
equal to only a few times its wavelength
lens of short local length [7].
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laser

using a

The fifth of laser properties is the capability of laser is very low (microwatts)
to very high (kilowatts continuous power output for different types of lasers. All
these properties are by no means independent of each and, in fact, some may be
inferred directly from others [5].

2.1.2

Absorption,

Stimulated

and Spontaneous

Emission

The absorption and emission of electromagnetic radiation is caused by the
acceleration of electrically charged particles. If the frequencies are sufficiently
small, corresponding to large wavelengths, this occurs, for instance, via alternating
current in antennas. In the visible spectrum, atom or molecules as these antennas
which can emit and absorb light on transition between the various internal state [I I].
On absorption, a quantum (a unit of energy) of electromagnetic field is
captured by an atom or molecule and the energy in the light quantum is converted
into atomic excitation energy. The energy in a quantum of light is equal to the
product of Planck's constant, a natural constant and the frequency of the light. The
excited atom can re-emit this either energy in the form of through stimulation by the
external radiation field. Figure 2.4 shows the absorption of atom process [ 1 1].
Initial State

Final State

Ei

hv = E2-El

Absorption

ýý
E2

Figure 2.4 Absorption
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The atoms or molecules

in the laser medium

are excited

by the pumping

Excited atoms, which contain more energy than atom in the ground state,

source.

for a short

excited

period

of time.

Eventually

the atom

(or

will only

remain

molecule)

will release its extra energy (usually as a photon of light) and return to its

ground state. This type of release of light energy is known as spontaneous
Figure 2.5 shows the spontaneous

emission.

emission process [7].

InitiaaState

Final State

Ei
Spontaneous
hv = E2-El

Emission

E2

Figure 2.5 Spontaneous

Emissions

If n excited atom collides with one of the spontaneously emitted photons,
this atom is caused (stimulated) to make its quantum leap or transition toward the
ground state. In so doing, the atom emits two photons, the one that came in plus the
one from the transition. This is stimulated emission (one photon into the atom, two
out). In spontaneous emission, there are no photons in, but one out. Figure 2.6 shows
the stimulated emission process [7].
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Initial State

Final State

Ei
hv = E2-El

hv = E2-Ei

F.z

Figure 2.6 Stimulated Emission

There are two condition

must be met in order to synchronize

Firstly, there must be more atoms present

atomic emission.

this stimulated

in their higher, excited

state than in the lower energy level. Means here, there must be an inversion.
important

second

is that the radiation

condition

field is sufficiently

that there are more stimulated emissions than spontaneous

2.1.3

large in order

one [I I ].

How Laser Works
All laser action begins with establishment

excitation

Photons

process.

are spontaneously

of a population

through

the active medium can stimulate

undergo

radiative

transitions

factor

in itself

when the photons

is unimportant

except

inversion

in all directions.

emitted

traveling

This

The

excited

those photons traveling
a substantial

that

emission

provides for the possibility

the stimulated

and

radiation,

much

region,
more

thus ensuring

than

[5].
Only

will pass through

of these photons will be fed

a large buildup

the spontaneous
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stimulating

of gain or amplification.

nearly parallel to the axis of the resonator

into active

to

pass near the atoms or molecules.

portion of the active medium. A percentage

back (reflected)

Photons

atoms or molecules

photons are in phase, travel in the same direction, and have the polarization
This phenomenon

by the

radiation

of stimulated
at the same

frequency.

Lasing will continue

as long as the population

inversion

is maintained

above some threshold level [5].
The optical resonators,
a highly unidirectional
for sufficient
stimulated.

radiation

The phenomenon

provides for

in the laser to ensure the most transitions

of stimulated

highly coherent

emission

configuration,

output and at the same time, through the feedback process,

stimulated

monochromatic,
stimulated

because of its geometrical

produces

emission,

output. The combined
bright

an extremely

in turn, produces

a highly

action of the resonator

light source,

are

and

even for lasers of

relatively low power output [5].

2.1.4

Types of Laser
There are many different types of lasers. The laser medium basically can be a

solid, gas, liquid or semiconductor

[18]. Tables 2.1 shows the types of laser with

media types and their emission wavelength

[23].

Laser Type

Media

Excimer Gas Lasers

Argon Fluoride

UV

193

Krypton Chloride

UV

222

Krypton Fluoride

UV

248

Xenon Chloride

UV

308

Xenon Fluoride

UV

351

Nitrogen

UV

337

Helium Cadmium

UV

325

Gas Lasers

Wavelength

17

(s)

Nanometers

Metal Vapor Lasers

Helium Cadmium

Violet

441

Argon

Blue

488

Argon

Green

514

Krypton

Blue

476

Krypton

Green

528

Krypton

Yellow

568

Krypton

Red

647

Xenon

White

Multiple

Helium Neon

Green

543

Helium Neon

Yellow

594

Helium Neon

Orange

612

Helium Neon

Red

633

Helium Neon

NIR

1 152

Helium Neon

MIR

3390

Hydrogen fluoride

MIR

2700

Carbon Dioxide

FIR

10600

Copper Vapor

Green

510

Copper Vapor

Yellow

570

Gold Vapor

Red

627

Doubled Nd YAG

Green

532

NIR

1064

Erbium: Glass

MIR

1540

Erbium: YAG

MIR

2940

Holmium: YLF

MIR

2060

Neodymium:

YAG
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Holmium: YAG

MIG

2100

Chromium Sapphire

Red

694

Titanium Sapphire

NIR

840-1100

Alexandrite

NIR

700-815

Rhodamine 6G

VIS

570-650

Coumarin C30

Green

504

Semiconductor

Gallium Arsenide (GaAs)

NIR

840

Lasers

Gallium Aluminum

VIS/NIR

670-830

(Ruby)

Dye Lasers

Arsenide

Table 2.1 Type of Laser and their emission wavelength

2.1.5

Laser Classification.
All laser are classified

labels. Before

the types of laser can be divide

will be used

criteria

wavelength.

by the manufacturer

in this process.

Second

criteria,

for continuous

First criteria

considered

there are many

is considering

about

their

the classification

is

[12].
wave (CW) or repetitively

average power output (Watts) and limiting exposure

duration,

with appropriate

in classification,

If the laser is designed to emit multiple wavelengths

based on the most hazardous wavelength

considered.

and labeled

time inherent

pulse laser the
in the design is

And lastly, for pulsed lasers the total energy per pulse (joule), pulse
pulse

repetition

frequency

and emergent

[12].
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beam

radiant

exposure

are

For the first class in the laser classification
laser that are not hazardous
that prevents

viewing or are designed

in such a way

human access to laser radiation. These consist of low power lasers or

higher power embedded
to 700nm).

for continuous

is called Class 1 lasers. These are

This lasers

aversion responses,

laser. Another class of laser is Class 2 Visible laser (400nm
emitting

visible

light, which

because

of normal

human

does not normally present a hazard, but would if viewed directly

for extended periods of time [12].
Class 2A is a few different with class 2 cause this laser emitting visible light
not intended for viewing, and under normal operating

conditions

a injury to the eye if viewed directly for less than 1000 seconds.
still the same as visible lasers and has a wavelength

would not produce
This Class 2A is

around 400 nm to 700 nm. Class

3A is normally laser would not cause injury to the eye if viewed momentarily

but

would present a hazard if viewed using collecting optics.
For class 3B, this laser present

an eye and skin hazard if viewed

This includes both intra beam viewing and specular reflections.
not produce a hazardous
Last laser classification
specular

directly.

Class 3B lasers do

diffusion reflection except when viewed at close proximity.
is Class 4 laser which, this laser present an eye from direct,

and diffuse reflections.

In addition

produce skin burns [12].
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such lasers may be fire hazards

and

2.2

Introduction

to Laser Gun

There are three types of laser to measure the distance and speed some target
like

vehicle,

satellite

and

earth's

wave laser and interferometer

continuous

These

surface.

types

include

LADAR,

higher

stands for Llght Detection

[ 13]
And Ranging.

For

it is stand LAser Detection and Ranging. All of the word is usually known

as Laser Gun, where introduced

early 1990 [14]. Laser is a form of electromagnetic

the same as radio and microwave.

radiation

laser,

method laser. For Laser Gun system, their

using pulse laser type in this case (distance and speed measurement)
The word of LIDAR actually

pulsed

frequency

wavelengths,

The difference
[15].

Table 2.2 shows approximate

for selected

regions of the electromagnetic

than radio and microwave

frequencies

is that light has a much

and energies

spectrum [16].

Spectrum of Electromagnetic Radiation
Region

Wavelength
(Angstroms)

Wavelength
(centimeters)

Frequency
(Hz)

Energy
(eV)

Radio

> 109

> 10

< 3 x 109

< 10-5

Microwave

109 - 106

10 - 0.01

3 x 109 - 3 x 1012

10-1-0.01

Infrared

106 - 7000

0.01 - 7 x 10'5

3 x 1012 - 4.3 x 1014

0.01 -2

Visible

7000 - 4000

Ultraviolet

4000 - 10

X-Rays

10 - 0.1

10-7

Gamma Rays

< 0.1

<

7 x 10-5 - 4 x 10-5 4.3 x 1014 - 7.5 x 1014
4 x 10-5- 10-7
-

10"9

7.5 x 1014 - 3 x 1017

3- 10;

3 x 1017 - 3 x 101`'

10; - 10-S

> 3 x 1019

> 105

10-9

Table 2.2 Spectrum of Electromagnetic
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2 -3

Radiation

Table 2.2 shows the light laser that was used in Laser Gun system is Infrared
where has more energy (electron volt) than radio and microwave.
has shorter
wavelength

wavelength

from radio and microwave

of spectrum of electromagnetic

IIV

Gamma
Rays

[16]. Figure

2.7 shows

the

radiation.

Visible
H

x-Rays

Infrared (IR) laser

Microwav?
IR

Radio

ý
10-11

10-!

10-7

10-5

10-3

Wavelength

10-1

10

103

(cm)

Figure 2.7 the wavelength of spectrum of electromagnetic radiation

Laser light is very different from another normal light.

Most of people know

that light comes in waves. In normal light, because the electrons

are all popping

in

and out of their grooves at different time, these waves are out of phase. This means
that the tops of the waves all come at different times, so they cannot reinforce each
other.
In a laser, the light has been manipulated

so that all the waves in phase, and

all their pops come at the same time. Figure 2.8 shows
normal light and laser light [17].
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the comparison

between
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Figure 2.8 Normal and Laser light

Lasers are devices

that control the way energized

atoms release photons

light where these photon a very narrow beam of light. The narrowness
beam gives rise to the label "speed

gun" because

vehicle [18]. Table 2.3 shows the performance
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the operator

of'

of the light

must aim it at the

of laser in Laser Gun system [19].

263nm

Wavelength (UV)
Oscillator Frequency

79.34MHz

Oscillator Frequency Adjustable
Range

0.01 MHz

Energy (UV)

0.2mJ

Repetition

1-100Hz

rate

Pulse width (fundamental)

12ps

Timing jitter for oscillator

0.39ps rms.

Beam profile

TEM

Pointing stability

5mrad

Energy stability (UV, hours)

<2%

Energy Stability (UV, 10000shots)

0.55%rms

Table 2.3 Laser Performances

Basically,

Laser Gun solid use solid
-state

Laser Gun also use a semiconductor

diodes to generate

diode (typically 3 diodes) to generate

[14]. Means here, the type of laser used in an infrared semiconductor
The generated

light energy has a wavelength

a beam divergence

of 3 milliradians,

1000 meter (feet). Target acquisition
But most
wavelength

emits light between 880 nanometer

laser diode.

900 nanometers

of approximated

with

time range from 0.3 to 0.7 seconds [15].

for example

diodes emit light at a wavelength

laser light

equal to abeam width of 3 meter (or feet at

of Laser Gun emits

are possible

laser light.

laser light around
is Aluminum

of 850 nanometer
to 900 nanometer

24

904

gallium

nanometer.

Arsenide

and Gallium

Other

(AlGaAs)

Arsenide

(GaAs)

[14]. Light from a Laser Gun

moves a lot faster than sound, about 984, 000,000 feet per second (300, 000, 000
meter)

or roughly

comparison

1 foot (30 cm) per nanosecond

of wavelength

WOW
%e lis4f
1,Ok.4 rm

2.9 shows

the

of each laser light type [15].
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of Laser Light

The laser is a completely eye safe, meeting FDA Class I specifications. This
means that human could stare directly into the laser for 3 hours without any harm to
your eyesight. The radiated power on MOST is in the order of 50 microwatts, or in
the order 50 microwatts, or in other terms, it outputs only one twentieth the light
power of a typical TV remote control, and far less than a flashlight [151.
The laser beam

is not visible to the eye. The beam will reflect off any

object and is detectable

by laser detector

(sometimes).

The

laser will not go around corners or over hills. It does not spray the countryside

like

stationary

or moving

radar. The laser beam is not detectable while trigger is being depressed

[20].

Laser Gun has the size of the `cone' of light that the gun emits is very small.
Even at range like 1,000 feet (300 meters). The cone at this distance might be 3 feet
(I meter) in diameter. This allows the gun to target a specific vehicle and Laser Gun
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is also very accurate

[8]. Figure 2.10 shows the graph of beam versus distance

in

laser light that be used in Laser Gun [15].
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Figure 2.10 The Graph of Beam Spread Versus Distance in Laser Light

The Laser Gun do not detect/measure

speed through 360 degrees, around a

vehicle. The shape of the laser beam is very different to that of radar. First ofall
not a pencil

beam, as the operator

believe.

it is

The beam start from a small point

(400mm) at the laser fun and slowly fans out the further it travels from the source.
The beam is approximately

30 cm diameter at 100 meters range, 120 cm in diameter

at 300 meters and increases in width and height the further travel [20].
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2.3

Basic Laser Gun Devices
The laser devices look like a small video camera with a long gun handle and

trigger, a red dot in the viewfinder
vehicle by aiming

identifies

a specific

the red dot and pulling the trigger

target. Officers

select a

[8]. Figure 2.11 shows the

general element in the Laser Gun system [9].

Figure 2.11 The Basic Element of Laser Gun
The laser Gun reads the speed and the distance from the unit when the speed
is registered.

The guns have a speed accuracy of plus or minus one mph and distance

accuracy of plus or minus 6 inches [8]. Table 2.4 shows the function every element
in the Laser Gun devices [22].
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Element Number

Function

(1)

Red dot as a reticle

(2)

Eye for carrying strap

(3)

ON/OFF switch for buzzer

(4)

Programming

(5)

button

Self-test button

(6)

Mounting plate for shoulder stock

(7)

Walnut wood grip-cover

(8)

Mounting plate with dove tail

(9)

Adjustment of intensity of red dot

(10)

Alphanumeric LED-display

(11)

Adjustment

(12)

of brightness of display

Trigger to start measurement

(13)

Mode button to display the range with 5 cm resolution

(14)

ON/OFF switch

(15)

Handgrip with trigger button

(16)

NiCd-powerpack, detachable, with 1/4" thread insert

Table 2.4 Elements of Function Laser Gun

Generally range for the Laser Gun is about 2600 feet to 2000 feet depends on
For a white vehicle

reflectivity

and weather.

reflectivity

of a black vehicle car at the same time [22]. Figure 2.12 and 2.13 show

the two examples of the Laser Gun devices [21 ].
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car at 100 feet has 10 times the

Figure 2.12 Laser Gun (LTI 20-20 Marksman

model)

Figure 2.13 Laser Gun (Laser "Speed Gun" LR90-235/P)

Usually, to get the best result when the Laser Gun shoots the light laser to the
vehicle, normally the operation
gun is on the monopod
this equipment
monopod

stationary

is on monopod

or tripod. When the Lascr

or tripod, the range will be in maximum

it is can be reduced

some error

result.

result cause using

Figure 2.14

and Figure 2.15 shows the tripod that be used lör the Lascr Gun.
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shows

the

Figure 2.14 Monopod of Laser Gun

Figure 2.15 Tripod of Laser Gun

2.4

Operation

of Laser Gun

The Laser Gun not only can measure

the speed of' the vehicle

direction

of travel (toward

measure

the time it takes a laser pulse to travel

precision,

crystal-controlled

can be measure

or way from the laser) and distance

time base. By knowing

[14]. The basic concept

principle measurement

[ 11. The guns

to the target and back with a
the speed of light, the distance

of Laser Gun used is "time

of short laser pulse [23 J.
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but also

of

flight"

Figure 2.16 shows the pulse laser system

[13]. From the block diagram,

when the Laser Gun shoots the pulsed laser to transmitter,

then transmitter

send the

light to the target (vehicle) and detect reflection of the laser light will be occur. The
receiver will accept the reflect light and the laser detector also detect the reflection
of laser from the vehicle. The range of vehicle

will be display

when the system

computed distance from speed of light [13].

Pulse Laser

Transmitter

Target

T

Electronics

Receiver

Detector

T
Range Display

Figure 2.16 Pulsed Laser System

Same with the "time-of-flight"

principle,

infrared

a semiconductor

emit a very bright light pulse with duration of less than 100 nanoseconds.
is aimed by the operator
reflective

so that the "spot"

created

laser to

The device

by the laser will appear on a

area of the vehicle. A separate photo detector within the device, focused

and aligned so that it "sees " the laser spot, detected the reflected

pulse returning

from the vehicle.
The interval

between

the emission

of the pulse and the detection

returning pulse is timed with precise circuitry. Simply multiplying

of the

this time delay by

the speed of light gives the distance the pulse traveled (twice the actual distance
the vehicle, since the pulse made a round trip.
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to

The second step is to repeat the measurement.
second

(generally

measurement

result in a different

distance

made only a few milliseconds
than the first. Subtracting

dividing by time between measurements,
In fact, the device

If the vehicle

makes

later at most) will

these two distances,

and

gives the speed of the vehicle.

numerous

measurements
in order

in a short

averages

the results

electronic

and optical noise, operator tremor, and such error sources.

micro controller

of the speed

is moving, the

calculation

to reduce

time and

the effect

of

Software in a

of the reading to assure that the result is

evaluates the consistency

valid [4].
If the computer
speed (distance)

is satisfied that the result is good, the Laser Gun displays the

of the car. Of course, the range has only an approximate

meaning

because the car is moving. The same Laser Gun can be used to make very accurate
measurement

of the distances to stationary object. Figure 2.17 shows the concept of

the Laser Gun system and how it work. The measurement

and detail explanation

be discussed in chapter four.

Targeting

Scope

Target Vehicle

Figure 2.17 Time of I light Principle
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will

CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3.1

Information

Collecting

Most of information
University's

Police

Traffic

percentages

and data about Laser Gun are from books and articles in

Library (CAIS).

about Laser Gun model
Department

Method

The information

and its specification.
at Simpang

Tiga.

also is from the Internet especially
Laser Gun manual
Figure

3.1 shows

from Sarawak
the pie chart

of information collecting method in many ways.

9%

0 Library

5%

23%

(Book

and

articles)
Internet

rT

Q Laser Gun Manual
Q Others

63%

Figure 3.1 Information
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Collecting

Method

in

3.2

Programming

Method

(Visual Basic 6.0)

To design the "Laser Gun Speed Measurement

" system using Visual Basic

6.0 software, the first thing to do is sketch a programming
of programming

system helps the programmer

flow chart. The overview

to design the programming

more easily. Figure 3.2 shows the programming

coding

flow chart using visual basic 6.0

software.

Selection

4
-"I-

Information
I, ict

v

Error
C'alcýiilatinn

Laser Gun
Cneci icatinn

Speed
/

\

Converl

'jr

___

A

Add

1.11-1-01
-1

Model I

Comýcilcr

Sarc

1 rror II

Model 2

Converter 11

Delete

Error III

Model 3

Converter

Print

Error IV

Model 4

('omvcrtcr

l)

Model 5

C'um rrtcr

I:

Search

Model 6
Model 7

Figure 3.3 Programming
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Interface Flow Chart

C

3.3

Analysis

Method

Analysis

method

is used for comparison

analysis method is more complicated
must be considered

between

from another two methods because this method

from any aspects to get the best result in analysis. Information

each Laser Gun model is very important to determine
others.

Laser Gun models. This

of'

which one of its better from

Figure 3.3 shows the step of analysis method to identify the best of Laser

Gun model.

START

SPEED
RANGE
DISTANCE
RANGF:

l; l?nM
DIVERGE N('1;

WEIGHT

RGSULT

Figure 3.3 Analysis Method Step
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CHAPTER

MEASUREMENT

4.1

4

AND CALCULATION

"Time of flight" System Measurement
In the "time

of flight"

principle,

three

parameters

must

into account,

distance traveled ((1), time taken (t) and average speed (V). Distance and time mean
the range traveled from one place to another place and the time taken. The distance
can be in a straight line or around a corner.
For speed term more to describe the distance traveled in a unit of time. All
the speed describes
quantity.

as the rate of change of position.

In generally,

the relationship

between

Speed is known as a scalar

speed, distance

and time will be

develop like equation 4.1 [4]:

Average Speed, v = Distance traveled, d / time take, t

"Time of light" principle
power.

This principle

source (where

ranging

(4.1)

uses lasers with short pulse duration
system are use to measure

the Laser Gun system

is located)

target).
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and high peak

(or range) between

and some object (where

the

call as

This principle

is accomplished

from the source transmitter.
target and measuring

by irradiating

After that, detecting

the target with a laser pulse
of the beam off the

a reflection

the time required for the laser signal to travel from the source

to target and back to the detector [24].
The velocity of laser light must be known and after that, this conversion
time measurement

into a distance from source to target will be calculated.

distance or range measurements

of

Most of

are made by counting the time for the optical signal

to travel from the transmitter to the target and back to the receiver. This is called the
round trip transit time (1,.). Since the velocity of light will be known, the conversion
of time

measurement

into a two-way

distance

measurement

according

to the

equation (4.2) [24]:

2R=C'xt,

(4.2)

where R is distance of target, t,. is the round trip transit time and '' the velocity of
laser light.
In the digital circuit, usually

a "time interval counter"

is used to measure

round trip transit time, tr. Precision ranging requires that this time be measurement
relative to a specific point on the pulse example

like "leading

edge".

The leading

edge of a pulse is the rising or buildup side of the pulse. ']'his is called "leading
edge detection"

and Figure 4.1 shows the pulse characteristics
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1241.

Pulse

Transmitter

Receiver P ilse

.4

ý

00ý
timo

Figure 4.1 Pulse range measurement

Actually,

the pulse with instantaneous

occur in reality. Measuring

by leading edge detection

time as shown

in Figure 4.1 is not

time from a point on the leading edge where the signal

voltage has reached a predetermined

value does this. This accomplished

in the time

interval counter with a threshold

trigger circuit to start and stop the time counting.

Figure 4.2 shows a time sequence

plot of leading-edge

detection

range measurement

using a threshold detector [24].
Usually, the circuit might be designed to trigger the start and stops circuits in
the counter when a positive increasing voltage reaches some values in volts.
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Transmitter

Receiver pulse

pulse
Threshold voltage to
trigger "start" and "stop"
circuit of time interval
counter

------------------

uth

-11-ý
tr

Figure 4.2 Leading edge detection, range measurement

using a threshold detector

and a time interval counter

One common source of error in leading-edge detection range circuits occurs
if the voltage magnitudes of the transmitter and receiver are not adjusted to the sank
value before are sent to the time interval counter. The range error that this can cause
will be
Figure 4.3 shows when the receiver
interval measurement,

pulse amplitude

is too low, the time

I/, will be too long. But if the receiver pulse amplitude

high, the time interval measurement.
time interval measurement,

is too

th, will be too short. So, for to get the correct

tr, the transmitter

with the receiver pulse.
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pulse signal must be have same value

Receiver signal
oo high

Transmitter

pulse
Correct

I'ou Io%+

....................
............
,,

Vth

th

tr
ti

10-1

Figure 4.3 Range error caused by magnitude of receiver pulse being higher or lower

than the transmitter pulse.

The maximum
transmitter

is dictated

pulse repetition

frequency

by the requirement

(pro of a pulsed ranging

that the transmitter

not send out another

pulse until the echo from the previous one has been received. The purpose
restriction

is to avoid confusion

in the pulse arriving

Figure 4.4 shows

a plot of maximum

duration frequency

[24].

unambiguous
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system

of' this

at the time internal counter.
range as a function

of' pulse

ý:z
W 1.5 106
x
ý
1.5 x 105

1.5 x 104

1.5 x 103

1.5 x 102
1.5 x 10

1.5
102

Figure 4.4 Maximum unambiguous

The accuracy
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105

1n6

1n7

ranges versus pulse repetition &equency-

of a pulse ranging

system in Laser Gun there is determined
same relative position
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system means here for distance

detection

by three factors. First is ability to select the

on the transmitted

and received

pulse to measure

interval. This is limited by noise, time jitter, signal strength
threshold detector, and shortness and reproducibility

the time

and sensitivity

of the transmitter

of the

pulse. Second

factor is the accuracy with fixed time delays in the system
are known and the lastly
is the accuracy of time interval measurement
From the

time of flight" system

instrumentation
and calculation,

11).
the concept

is how this

principle can be measure the distance or range. So, the Laser Gun also computes the
movement of a vehicle as change in "time of flight" instead of change
Both this process yield the same result, and the calculation
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is similar.

in distance.

Let's say that a single pulse from laser travels to a car in 800 nanoseconds.
That means the total time travel is 800 nanoseconds.

Figure 4.5 shows the total time

travel and round trip transit time, 1,- of laser gun when the receiver of laser gun
accept the laser reflection from vehicle.

Toward

Total travel time = 800 ns
Round trip transit time = 400 ns

,
................

Distance or range = 393 feet

Figure 4.5 Travel time of laser gun

In mathematically,
Round trip transit time, I'!
Distance of vehicle,

1i

= 800 ns /2 = 400 ns
= Speed of laser light x round trip transit time
= [982, 080,000 feet / s] x 400 ns
393 feet

To determine

the speed a target vehicle is moving, this kind of measurement

would have to be repeated to get new distance at a new time. When the vehicle
moving toward the laser, so, in expectation
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the distance

is

become smaller and round

trip transit time become smaller. Figure 4.6 shows the new distance and travel time
of laser light in the last sending of the laser pulse.

Toward
100.
0

.

0

.

0

.

.

.

.

0

.

0

.

0

0

0

.

0

0

0 .

.

0

.

New travel time

Position

New distance

I

Position 2

Figure 4.6 The new distance

and round trip transit time of' laser light in the last

sending of laser pulse.

In mathematically,
Assume that, the new total time travel

= 768 ns

So, the new round trip transit time, 1,2

= 768 ns /2 = 384 ns

The new distance, (/2

= [982,080,000

feet / sJ x 384 ns

377 feet

The laser light send out a pulse of light 300 times / second, a rate fast enough
to determine

the speed of a moving vehicle

in about

1/3 of a second, the period

required for about 100 pulses. Each pulse that is sent out must be converted
reading

in nanoseconds

to a distance

in feet because
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the laser operator

from a

may stop

sending at any time and the last distance calculated,

which ever one out to be, is

needed [1].
In the 1/3 of second during which the pulses are being sent out and included
exactly 100 pulses, the laser will calculate the vehicle's speed with substrate the two
different distance and multiplying with 3 times;

Speed of vehicle

= [(393 - 377) feet x 3 / s] = 48 feet / s

To convert in mph
= (48 feet /s) x (3600 s/h) x (1 miles / 5280 feet) = 32.7 mph
To convert in kmh

= (32.7 mph) x (1km / 0.62 miles) = 52.8 kmh

But let say, when the 100 pulse of laser light is sending to the vehicle and the
final pulse convert to a distance is 350 feet, so the new speed of vehicle will be
calculate;
Speed of vehicle

= [(393-360) feet x 3 /s)] = 99 feet /s

To convert in mph
= (99 feet /s) x (3600 s/ h) x (1 miles / 5280 feet) =

67.5 nmph

To convert in kmh
= (67.5 mph) x (1 km / 0.62 miles)

= 108.9 knih

Finally, the Laser Gun processors take all the data and calculate the averages
number of pulsed received.

This is important

safeguard

reading on the target vehicle from placing the vehicle's

to prevent an erroneous
speed above the maximum

speed the vehicle could have been traveling during this particular measurement.
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The

process by which the current lasers compute this average is called Least Squares.
Average of Least Squares is a mathematical way to determine that a group of data is
consistent [1].

4.2

Potential

Error

In Laser Gun measurement,
result of speed's

potential error is the error that will affect the

vehicle in Laser Gun display. This potential error can be divided

into 4 errors:
i. Cosine Error
ii. Sweep Error
iii.

Reflection Error

iv. Overexposure

4.2.1

Error

Cosine Error
Cosine error is the angle from zero degree perpendicular

to the target vehicle.

When the cosine angle is greater, so the error will be greater also. Ilowever, cosine
error is always
proportionally

in favor of the motorist.

Means

here, speed-readings

will he

less than actual speed of the target vehicle [251.

Figure 4.7 shows the cosine error where alpha ((x) as cosine error angle (the
angle between the Laser Gun and the target direction of travel). Target range from
Laser Gun and Laser Gun distance off the road (really the distance between Laser
Gun and the point the target would be closest to laser Gun if target Continuous in
same direction) determine the cosine error angle [l4].
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Target
speed

R=
"Target
Range

Laser Gun

D = Distance off target path (lane)

Figure 4.7 Cosine Errors

The cosine error angle from Figure 4.7 can be determined

in equation (4.3).

The actual speed of target or vehicle can be calculated by equation (4.4).

Cosine error angle (alpha), a = tan - ' (d / R)

(4.3)

where d is Laser Gun distance off target path (lane) and R is vehicle /target range.

Speed Measured = V (cos a) = V [R / (R2 + d2) 1/2]

(4,4)

where V is the Speed of vehicle in Laser Gun display.

As long as the angle (a) remains

relatively

small, the cosine

tolerable. On a straight section of road, laser gun distance

error

is

From the road and the

range of the target determine the angle. The greater the distance the Laser Gun is off
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the road and / or the closer target, the larger the angle (and error). When target is
even with the Laser Gun ((x = 90°) the target speed with respect (relative to the laser
Gun) is zero.
For cosine
measurement

error

from an overpass,

are different

principle

and

compare in cosine error in Figure 4.7. Figure 4.8 shows the principle

of cosine error from an overpass
distance,

there

vehicle

by considering

the horizontal

range and the line of sight distance.

distance, vertical

In this concept

of this

measurement all distance must use the same unit dimensions (feet or meters).

Figure 4.8 Cosine errors from an overpass

The Laser Gun distance from (off) the road is the line of sight distance from
the Laser Gun to the road (target path). If the Laser Gun is on an overpass (shooting
vehicles running under the overpass) or hill for example, the Laser Gun distance
from the road is the distance from the Laser Gun position to the road (target path).
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Figure 4.8 shows the value of x as the horizontal

distance and Y represents

the vertical distance from the road to the Laser Gun. The value of d is the line of
sight distance. The value of cosine error from an overpass

can be measured

by

equation (4.5) and the actual speed of vehicle can be measured by equation (4.6).

Cosine error from an overpass, a = tan -1 [((X2 + y2)^%2)/ R]

(4.5)

R is the vehicle
where x is the horizontal distance, Y is the vertical distance and
range.
Speed Measured = V [R ((R2 + X2+Y2) ^%)]

(4.6)

where V is the speed of vehicle in the Laser Gun display.

When calculating the angle of cosine error using the inverse tangent function
the unit dimension of the calculated angle is radian (rad) not degrees. But if

(arctan)

either the horizontal (x) or vertical (Y) component is zero, the equation will be 11 is
d
equal with Y (if x is zero) or is equal with x (ifY is zero).
When the Laser Gun detects the speed of vehicle in the hills or curves, the
measurement
determine

and calculation

of actual speed also different

and the formula

to

the cosine error also changed where the faster the angles changes the

faster measured target speed changes (acceleration

of deceleration

component).

But

if the measured speed changes too fast the Laser Gun misses (does not display)
target speed [ 14].
Figure 4.9, 4.10 and 4.1 show the concept of cosine error angle measurement
on hill or curves. When the steeper the hill or the tighter the curve, the angle of'
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cosine error will be greater.

When the cosine

error angle

is greater,

then the

measured speed error and the acceleration component also greater.

Laser Gun

x

Figure 4.9 Cosine error angle on hills or curves

Vehicle

Figure 4.10 Cosine error angle on hills or curves with different vehicle motion
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Figure 4.9 and 4.10, the measurement
the motion of vehicle

is different way.

of cosine error angle is same although
The alpha value can be calculated

by

equation 4.7 and the actual speed of vehicle can be measured by equation 4.8.

Cosine error angle, a = tan -1 (d/x)

(4.7)

Actual speed = V cos a

(4.8)

and

where the V is the speed of vehicle by showing in the Laser Gun display and r/ is the
distance off target path.
Figure 4.11 shows the measurement of cosine error angle and actual speed of'
vehicle

is different from the showing

situation is considering

concept

in the Figure 4.9 and 4.10. This

the both of hills or curves. The Laser Gun shoots the laser

light from other hills or curves to the target where the Laser Gun location is opposite
with the target.

Vchiclc

Laser Gun

Figure 4.11 Cosine error between two hills or curves
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The alpha or the cosine error angle can be calculated by equation 4.9 and for
the actual speed of vehicle can be calculated by using equation 4.10.

Cosine error angle = a = sin -' (d / R)

(4.9)

Actual speed = V cos a

(4.10)

and

where V is the speed of vehicle in the Laser Gun display and R as the vehicle range
from Laser Gun and d is the target path [ 14].

4.2.2

Sweep Error
This is another possible error that may manifest its self. The problem may

arise when the Laser Gun tracking a certain portion of a vehicle, during this track,
changes

from tracking

that portion

to tracking

another

portion

of the vehicle.

Example one of the part of vehicle like license plate, and due to the motion of' the
operator, the laser also targets a side mirror during the same trigger pull [251.
If the sweep is toward the rear of a vehicle that is moving towards the laser,
the distance will be increased and the speed will be read higher. A sweep toward the
front of the vehicle would decrease the distance

and cause the speed to be read

lower.
Example like when the operator was clocking an approaching

vehicle that is

traveling at 60 mph or 88 fps. If the operator was aiming the laser Gun at the front
license plate and by accident the operator move the laser to the windshield, a sudden
change is distance is realized.

Let say the addition from the sweep error is 4 let
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from the actual distance. Let say the target vehicle will cover a distance

of only

29.33 feet over that time but to the laser the vehicle covers 33.33 feet and therefore,
the speed computed by the laser, let say, will be 68 mph not actual speed of 60.
Laser manufactures
the occurrences

admit to the possibility of a high reading but advise that

are rare, as the momentary

error is usually thrown out of the lease

square equation. But potential for sweep error does exit and needs to be recognized
M.

4.2.3

Reflection

Error

Different with reflection error, this Laser error causes the weather. Let say,
on very hot days with low humidity a visible mirage / refection of target vehicle is
created [25]. When the laser beam travels out under such conditions and it is aimed
beam to
at the lower front of a vehicle, there is potential for at least a portion of the
be returned from the reflection.
Actually,

the laser beam is reflected

first from the vehicle

to the mirror

image and then back to the laser. As in sweep error, the added distance increases the
speed of the vehicle in the display. The same effect might occur on rainy days where
is standing water [1].
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4.2.4

Overexposure

Error

This error of Laser Gun is different by looking from receiving signal from
the reflection

of laser light. When a Laser gun receives

an extremely

reflective signal such as sun flare off a vehicle, the computer's
return

of 904-nanometer

signal

it sent. It cannot

compute

powerful

timer cannot see the
a speed-reading.

In

general, the laser gun is looking for the strongest return reflection of its own emitted
beam for speed computation.

4.3

Sample Calculation
The sample of calculation referred to the theoretical and Laser Gun principle

and including the error of Laser Gun like Cosine error angle. That means, this sub
topic showing is the example of calculation by using any sonic value or data.

4.3.1

Laser Aim Error
Figure 4.12 shows how to get the beam aini error from the beam of laser

light. Laser beam aim distance error can be calculated by using equation (4.11) 1141.

Beam aim distance error = Target Range x Tan (angle error)

(4.11)

Let say, the distance of vehicle or target from the Laser Gun is 1000 feet, and the
sight angle error is 0.25 °.
The Beam of distance error

= 1000 x tan 25°
= 4.4 feet
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Distanc
e Error

Figure 4.12 Laser aim error

4.3.2

Cosine Speed Error
This sample calculation uses the cosine error principle to get the speed error

V is 60
and actual speed of vehicle. By using Figure 4.7, let say the speed of vehicle,
mph by referring from the Laser Gun display, and the distance off vehicle path, c/ is
35 feet from the Laser gun. Also, the target range, R is 269 feet, by using the
equation of 4.3 and 4.4; the cosine speed error can be measure by equation (4.12)
[14].

Cosine error angle, a = Tan -1 (d/R)
= Tan -' (35 / 269)
= 7.41'

Actual Speed

= VX Cos a
=60xCos7.41°
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= 59.5 mph

Cosine Speed Error

= Actual speed - vehicle speed (3.12)
= 59.5 - 60

= -0.5 mph
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CHAPTER

COMPARISON

LASER GUN MODEL

20-20, Kustom Pro Laser II, RIEGL

(LTI Marksman
Atlanta,

5.1

5

LR90-253/P,

Laser

LAVEGTM, Stalker Lidar and LaserPatrolTM)

Introduction
LTI-Marksman

20-20,

Kustom

Pro Laser II, RIEGL

LR90-253/P,

Laser

Atlanta, LAVEGTM, Stalker Lidar and Laser PatroITM have different specification and
features. Although, all this Laser Gun Model still using the same principle and speed
Each

Laser

Gun

measurement

equation.

model

disadvantages

in their system include the difference

has

some

advantages

and

in light source, measurement

range and speed, power source, accuracy and so on.

5.2

LTI Marksman

20-20 Features

Figure 5.1 is shows the Laser Gun model, LTI Marksman
The LTI Marksman

uses a 905 nanometer

infrared diode pulsed at 15-2011z. The

beam produced by these devices is quite narrow, typically
diffusion of about 3 feet over 1000 feet distance [27].
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20-20 type 1261.

3 miliradians,

with a

Figure 5.1 The LTI Marksman 20-20

The LTI Marksman 20-20 laser speed detection system and ranging tool goes
beyond the traditional functions of radar guns, in a durable, easy to use package. HIC
Marksman measured in 1/3 second, not nearly enough time for a driver to react to a
laser detector warning [26].
This Laser Gun model has are laser sharp target selectivity,

instant speed-

readings and rugged reliability. For the lighter laser model is set a new standard fir
versatility, capability and ease of use. The weight of this Laser Gun is only 4.5 lbs.
and compact enough to fit in a motorcycle
model is it can operate comfortably
housing is shock-resistant

bag. The advantage

of the Marksman

in one hand only. Its one piece, aluminum

and 100% waterproof [28 j.
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This model has are two standard C-cell batteries provide hours of cordless
operation, and standard features like a serial data port, in scope port, in scope display
and an adjustable
motorcycle.

shoulder rest make the Marksman

This model

road ready for a patrol car or

Laser Gun also has menu driven

LCD display

where

provides easy user operation backlit for night user [291.
Another features of LTI Marksman
continuous

20-20 are fire single shots or switch to

readout mode for rapid speed updates. This model also has survey mode
superior range accuracy for accident investigation.

provides

When necessary,

this

model use range and speed gating to ensure target readings are only within operator
specified work area [29].
The LTI Marksman 20-20 can calculate speed and distance at the touch of a
button on board computers. Slope, horizontal distance and height are available with
an optical tilt sensor. Doubling

as instant range finder, accident

scenes can be

measured and cleared faster, thus facilitating the return to normal traftis flow 1271.
Additionally,

using

LTI's

Quick

unique

accident scenes can be mapped electronically,
office data reentry. Product enhancement

Map Data Collection

eliminating

clipboards,

package,

pencils and

such as Speed Stat software also provide

for collecting raw data, which can be easily for highway surveys and spot checks
along roadway. This Laser Gun model downloads complete traffic data surveys via
standard

serial port and Speed Stat software,

to a separate

laptop computer,

reports including all statically data and time/date groupings 1271.
Figure 5.2 is shows the LTI Marksman 20-20 features in detail 1261.
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in

Aimingsight

Speed/distance
display
Mode buttons:
Test
Timing

Serialport
Power

LTI 20.20 "Marksman"
Figure 5.2 LTI Marksman 20-20 features

5.2.1

LTI Marksman

20-20 Specifications

i.

Dimensions: 3.5 in x 5 in x 8 in

ii.

Weight: 4.5 lbs

iii.

Speed Measurement Distances: 30 let to 3500 feet

iv.

Speed Maximum: +200 mph to -200 mph (accurate r.ero reading)

v.

Accuracy: + / - 1 mph

vi.

Acquisition Time: 0.3 seconds

vii.

Range Measurement

viii.

Accuracy: + / - 6 inches

ix.

Acquisition Time: 0.3 seconds

X.

Targeting

Distance: 30 tcct to 3500 feet

Pinpoint beam (3miliradian divergence, 3 feet %vide at 1000 leet)
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5.3

0

Adjustable illuminated red dot slight

"

Auto Capture triggering

"

Optical Speed Scope with in scope data display

xi.

Power Requirements:

10.6v - 16v(12v nominal) 750 mA.

xii.

Eye Safety: FDA Certified Class I (CFR 1040. 10 and 1040.1 1)

xiii.

Communication:

xiv.

Environment: -22 to +144 degree F [27].

`/2in adjustable illuminated display, RS232 Serial

Kustom Pro Laser II Features
in the USA by Kustom Signals, is

The Kustom Pro Laser II, manufactures

without question the best vehicle speed laser available in the world today and is uses
extensively throughout the United States and Europe.
Same with other Laser Gun model, the Kustom Pro Laser 11 work on the
principle "Time of Flight" where it send outs hundred of visible infrared laser light
pulses per second. At each pulse is transmitted, a timer is commenced

and when the

energy of a pulse is reflected and returned to the Kustom Pro Laser II, the time is
stopped [30].
If the target
sophisticated
numbers

(vehicle)

algorithm

of range

accuracy.
similar

The operator

with respect

is used to derive

calculations

speed of a motorcycle

is moving

(between

on a multiple
looks through

to that of telescopic

sights,

of the target

the speed
50 and

150).

lane carriageway
a Beads

Pro Laser

in heavy traffic

device

which

II, a

from a successive

It is possible

Up display,

this sighting
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to the Kustom

to detect

with pinpoint

a sighting

is placed

the

on the

device
target

vehicle, the trigger is pulled and a speed reading is obtained within halt' a second
[30]. Figure 5.3 shows the Kustom Pro Laser II equipment 1311.

Figure 5.3 Kustom Pro Lasers 11

features are by using this device, the

The Kustom Pro Laser II standard

operation must be in stationary operation. The laser of' this model just 3.5 Icet wide
at 1000 feet. For continuous

speed-readings

are seen inside the Illll)

for as long as

the trigger is squeezed; releasing the trigger locks the speed 1321.
Another features of this model is the settable Range Controls allows off iecr
to determine
especially
operates

the distance

at which Kustom

Pro Laser II will pick up a target,

useful

in school zones. In Stopwatch

at angles

to the target. This model

windshield [32].
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Mode,

this Laser (iun

also can be operated

model

through

a

By looking in the selectable direction, an oncoming target speed is confirmed
by a plus, (+) in front of the speed; a receding target speed is confirmed by a minus,
(-). The last feature in this model is audibly verifying acquisition

is a series of'beeps

that becomes a steady tone when Kustom Pro Laser 11is making a direct hit [311.
For Kustom Pro Laser II with camera has an own standard features compare
the Kustom Pro Laser II without camera. Figure 5.4 shows the Kustom Pro Laser II
with camera [31]. The first features is the video and image capture unit

devices

utilities a miniature color video camera aimed through the speed unit's

1111) in

order to capture vehicle speed, distance and identification [31 [.

Figure 5.4 Kustom Pro Laser II with camera devices

By using
horizontal
identification

camera

resolution

with

in this model,

the system

camera

a 200 nom lens. This coil tiguration

up to 250 feet. Other

features
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is a system

provides
allows

incorporates

450

Tines of

license

plate

a 3-inch

color

LCD monitor mounted on the side of the camera to be used as a view ranger for
vehicle tracking and verifying proper operation of the system [31 ].
data like vehicle

For the pertinent

and location,

threshold

speed, operator

recorded

on the high resolution

speed

limit,

appears in the form of an overlay

mask

S-videotape

range,

range,

time/date,

or stored in a digital format. Every

record can be printed in second's standard color video printer [31 J.

5.3.1

5.4

Kustom

Pro Laser II Specifications

i.

Range up to 1,400 meters (in ideal conditions)

ii.

Speed between 4 and 480 kph

iii.

Beam width 40 centimeters per 100 meters

iv.

Eye safety class 1 eye safe

RIEGL

LR90-253/P

Features

The RIEGL LR90-235/P

is a modern pulsed laser time of flight measuring

instrument. This model is made in Australia. It can operate from one of' three-power
supplies-a

rechargeable

NICAD battery clipped to the base, a freestanding

power

unit or a 12v car adapter. It can be mounted on either a monopod or a tripod or a
shoulder-stock

can be attached to steady it in hand held mode F26].

The RIEGL LR90-235P has a red-dot-projection
hunting riflescope.

It is a push-to-read

sighting system similar in it

system which means that it can for bloody

hours because it turns off after each use. Tapping the trigger juices it up and gives
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operator speed-reading

for the target vehicle. Figure 5.5 and 5.6 shows the R II ;(1I
.

LR90-235/P [26].

Figure 5.5 RIEGL LR90-235/P devices

Hunting-style scope

"*'

NICad battery pack

Figure 5.6 RIEGL LR90-235/P in details

For principle of operation in this Laser Gun model is same with other model.
Figure 5.7 shows the operation

of RIEGI_ LR90-235

pulse

drives,

generator

periodically

after
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pressing

model where an electronic
the

trigger

button,

a

semiconductor

laser diode sending out infrared light pulses which are collimated by

transmitter optics [32].
Via the receiver optics, a small part of the echo signal reflected by the target
which generates an electrical signal. The time interval between

hits a photo-diode,

the transmitter and the receiver pulses is counted. The calculated range value is led
into the internal microcomputer,

which processes the measured data and prepares of

for range and speed display as well as for data output [32].

target

transmitter lens

diode
laser

D

photodiodereceiver
recer er lens

speed and
range display

Figure 5.7 Principle of operation in the RIEGL LR90-235/P model

This model also has the extremely

narrow measuring

bean

as shown in

Figure 5.8. Another features of this model is this model approved by international
testing agencies.
unmistakable

This model also authorized

simultaneous

measuring

range up to 500 nm and

display of measured range and speed. Adjustable speed

limit with acoustic indication when the limit is exceeded brings the some advantages
for this model [32].
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Figure 5.8 Nominal beam width (3mrad)

This model has short measuring

time and high measuring

model easy aiming using the red dot sight and unproblematic

rate. Also this
through

measurement

a vehicle windshield. The RIEGL LR90-235/P using the laser class I that eye sale in
with international standard and this modern instrument is newest SM! )-

accordance

technology [32].
This
handling,

Laser

Gun

grip -cover
housing

aluminum

and shaft

with

is has nitrogen

switches

on rear panel instead
model

portable

operation

5.4.1

purged

with attached
charger

RIEGL LR90-235/P

and

made of walnut

to avoid

shoulder
NiCd

shoulder

wood.

surface

of protruding

also has adjustable

are has high-speed

handgrip

scratch-resistant

features

235/P's

has

model

toggle
stock

also has stable
Other

rubber-armoring,

of lenses,

reliable

or rotary switches.
with automatic

- powerpack.

for NiCd- powerpack

This model

and robust

steaming

for con l rrtable

stock

RII? GI. 1,R90-

locking

Last advantages

membrane

and

of this model

[32].

Specifications

i.

Operating range: 30m up to 500m

ii.

Speed measuring range: 0 up to 250 kmh

iii.

Speed measurement-accuracy:
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fully

± 3 kmh (speed up to 100 kmh)

iv.

: ± 3% of measured value (> I OOkmh)

v.

Accuracy of range measurement:

vi.

Measuring time: 0.5 seconds

vii.

Measuring beam diameter: Approximate 0.3 for every 100 m distance

viii.

Aiming device: red dot sight, adjustable brightness

ix.

Data output: RS232, V24, baud rate 9600

X.

Power supply: Operating voltage (10.5 to 17 v DC), power

± 20 cm

consumption
(8 watt)
xi.

Temperature range: Operation (-IO. fC to + 50. fC), Storage (-2k

to

+60. fC)
xii.

Housing dimensions:

195 x 126 x 240 mm (without NiCd-

powerpack)

5.5

xiii.

Weight: 2.0 Kg (without NiCd-powerpack)

xiv.

Protection Class: dust and splash-water proof [32].

Laser Atlanta Features
This model provides a light of laser Class 1 eye safe. By unique 1-lead-Up-

Display allows simultaneous viewing target and data in real time. Also this model is
measure

distances

to 2,000 feet without

reflective

targets or prisms.

The Laser

Atlanta can range to 30,000 feet with reflective targets [33].
This model

also easy to use auto-compute

functions

can automatically

calculate heights, widths, 3D missing lines, areas and more. Also, this model is easy
to use guides operator through applications and user settings. The Laser Atlanta has
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a plug-and-play

compatible

with

GPS

systems,

data

recorders

and

mapping

software. Stand in a remote point to obtain otherwise impossible to reach (iPS points
[33].
For other features of Laser Atlanta is has two self-contained,

rechargeahlc

in-

cad battery handles provide over ten hours of use per change. The advantages of this
model are has flexible data storage via RS-232 serial data port or 1'('M('IA

memory

cards. Figure 5.9 shows the Laser Atlanta equipment by using police traffic ofliccr
[32].

Figure 5.9 Laser Atlanta equipment.

5.5.1

Laser Atlanta Specifications
i.

Light source: Laser Diode, 904 nm, and output power,
averages.

ii.

Laser Class: Class 1 (21 CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11 )

iii.

Speed measurement accuracy: +/- 1 mph (1.6 kph)

iv.

Speed measurement range: 5 - 2,000 feet (2-610 in)
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2U0pW

5.6

v.

Distance accuracy: +/- 6 in nominal

vi.

Measuring time: 1/3 second

vii.

Resolution: 0.1 feet (0.01 m)

viii.

Power source: Ni-Cad rechargeable battery (built-in)

ix.

Approximately

X.

Recharging time: Approximate

xi.

Operating temperature:

xii.

Environmental:

xiii.

Dimensions: 8.4 x 25.4 x 28.0 cm or 3.3 x 10.0 x 11.0 in

xiv.

Weight: 4 lb. 4oz (1.93 Kg)

4 hours
8 hours

14F to 122F (-1 OC to 50C)

Water resistant

LAVEGTMFeatures
The LAVEGTM vehicle

speed-measuring

device

is ready for use within

seconds. The device can be held like a pair of binoculars, simple operations ensures
reliable

handling

after appropriate

instructions

without

long-term

practice

being

necessary. Figure 5.10 shows LAVEGTM devices by using police traffic officer.
The device needs no adjustment

or preparation

thus providing

extremely

mobile and flexible use on critical places of road traffic. The spot size of the sighting
beam is very small (maximum

35 at 100m). Thus, singling out target vehicles is

possible without any problems even in heavy traffic and on multilane roads 134 1.
Measurements

are taken down the road and possible both onto approaching

and moving off vehicles. The standard interface (RS 232 port) provides storage of
measured computer-aided

display or a large screen. The distance measurement
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mode

in the LAVEGTM has proved to be useful for surveying work on sited of accidents or
for measuring and setting up traffic systems and road signs [34].

m
7.4r
4. + 1

hmmý ,

Figure 5.10 LAVEGTM devices

The standard equipment of the LAVEGTM includes all components
for instantaneous

use of the measuring

impact-resistant

sturdy,

accommodates

carrying

device. The instrument
that

case

accessories. It is recommended

or the single leg support available as accessory.

is

upholstered

LAVEG

inside

in arc

and

i.

Range: 0 to 320 KPH

ii.

Distance range: 30 to 350 m

iii.

Additional display: "minus" for approaching vehicle

iv.

Measurement accuracy: ± 2 KPH

also

in the tripod

This is particularly convenient

Specifications
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is supplied

to set up the instrument

long-term measurement jobs [34].

5.6.1

required

liar

v.

Speed measuring time: 0.36 to 1s

vi.

Distance measuring time: 0.1 s

vii.

Tracking feature-measuring

viii.

Viewing optical system

ix.

Magnification:

X.

Field angle: 5.5° (field of view 9.5 m at 100 m)

xi.

Eyesight adjustment: 4 diopters annular sighting mark and reticule

xii.

Laser system: Laser diodes pulses, 904 nm
a.

time: two measurements

per second

7x

Laser class 1

b. Eye safe as per EN 60825-1: 1997-3

5.7

xiii.

Power requirement: 12V DC, NC-battery

internal

xiv.

Stand-by power management

xv.

Up to 1000 measurements per battery charge

xvi.

Interface: RS 232 port (parameters selectable)

xvii.

Operating temperatures: -10°c to +50°c

xviii.

Weight: Approximation

2.4 Kg

Stalker Lidar Features
Figure 5.11 shows the Stalker Lidar devices.

lighter that means

has balanced

effortless

This model is smaller and

handheld

portable, this model has snap-in/out rechargeable

use.

By have completely

battery handle causing this model

very special than other model. Stalker Lidar is built in Ill i i) with red clot aiming
and simultaneous speed and range speed target audio [35].
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Figure 5.11 Stalker Lidar devices

The Stalker Lidar has true speed target audio where audio pitch indicates
speed. Also this model has digital signal processing include software upgradeable.
the model device, Time/Distance

5.7.1

mode is a start/stop timed speed measurement

Stalker Lidar Specifications
i.

Target range: 1000 to 2000 feet nominal

ii.

Speed measure: +/- 1mph to +/- 299 mph

iii.

Acquisition time: 0.33 second

iv.

Metric operation: Setup menu selectable

v.

Beam divergence: <3 +/- 0.5 mrad F W I I M

vi.

Input Voltage: 9.0 volts to 16.0 volts

vii.

Operating temperature: -30 to +60 degrees ('
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In

1351.

viii.

Humidity protection: +37C, 90% relative humidity. 8 hours,
minimum

ix.

Tripod mount: Female, '/4-20 closed end nut on right side of case

X.

Weight with cigarette handle: 3.0 lbs.

xi.

Wight with battery: 3.8 lbs.

xii.

Laser type: MOCVD InGaAs Stacked Array Pulsed Laser Diode

xiii.

Eye safety: FDA/CDH Class 1 laser device (rated eye safe)

xiv.

Power output & density: TBD (meets FDA/CDRH

xv.

Pulse width: <30 ns

xvi.

Pulse repetition rate: Fixed, 130 Hz (+/-0.1`%, at 11.04 VDC)

xvii.

Optical design type: Bistatic (dual aperture)

xviii.

Targeting: Illuminated pinpoint, keyboard adjustable intensity

xix.

Range and speed data: 7 digits with +/- LCD display

xx.

Display: 8 characters with +/- LCD display

xxi.

Controls: Polycarbonate overlay covering backlit push button

regulations)

sswitches

5.8

LaserPatroIT', ' Features
Another of Laser Gun model is LaserPatrolT".

measurement

This model provides speed

of approaching and receding vehicles and also provides speed display

on a head-up display in addition to the built-in-light spot sight, brightness of'display
and sighting spot adjustable over a wide range. Another interesting of this model is
has a simultaneous

display

of speed and distance

on separate

external

allowing brightness adjustment independent of the head-up display [341.
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display

This model has an adjustable speed threshold, which exceeding the threshold
is indicated by a sequence of audio tones. Additionally
The LaserPatrolTM also provides

temporarily.

a control output is activated

the presence

of optical jamming

transmitter of sighted vehicle is detected and indicated both visually and caustically.
Figure 5.12 shows the LaserPatrolTM devices where held on by police traffic officer
[34].
The LaserPatrolTM has a speed measurement
error message if temperature

function lock and display of'

and supply voltage are outside the permissible

range.

This model is possibility of power supply through 12V on-board vehicle supply that
simultaneously

recharges

the internal battery. The LaserPatrolTM can display

of'

battery power in percent, display of operating voltage on external supplies in volt.
This model

also has full remote control through bi-directional
data including a result based checksum

transfer of measurement
requiring calibration [34].

Figure 5.12 The LaserPatrolTM devices
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RS 232 port and
to instrument

not

This model is compliance with the regulation Class 1 Devices and eye safety
EN 60825-1: 1997-03. The instrument is thus eye safe and may optionally be used in
speed monitoring as per today's regulations.
use in long term and particularly

The advantages of this model is can be

easy in portable

supply cables by use of a rechargeable

mode without any disturbing

Li-ion battery pack integrated

in the handle

[34].
This model is also automatic shut-of result display after an operator defined
time to extend

the service

life per battery

charge.

The Laser PatroP"

can be

confirming the operation and indication of results by an audio signal generator with
individual tone sequences (loudness may be adjusted in steps or switched off). This
model is to be starting the measurement by an external trigger device through remote
trigger input [34].

5.8.1

LaserPatrolTM Specifications
i.

Speed range: 0 to 500 kmh (0 to 320 mph)

ii.

Accuracy: ± 2 kmh (± 1mph)

iii.

Sighting direction: approaching and receding vehicles (minus

iv.

sign display for receding vehicles)

v.

Distance range: 10 to 600 m

vi.

Accuracy: ± 20 cm

vii.

Measuring time: 0.5s

viii.

Sighting beam spot size: approximating 0.3m at 100 m distance

ix.

Foreign laser source detection: optical and audio signal

X.

Speed limit: adjustable in 1-kmh intervals (0 to 320 kmh), (0 to
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xi.

200 mph)

xii.

Display brightness: adjustable in 8 steps

xiii.

Audio signal generator: Loudness adjustable in 4 steps and on/of'

xiv.

option

xv.

Sighting system: Head-up display with red-dot sight, dot size

xvi.

corresponds to laser spot (adjustable brightness).

xvii.

Data interface: RS 232 port, 9600 bps baud rate, format 8n 1,

xviii.

fixed

xix.

Power Supply: Li-ion battery in handle or 10.5 to 16.5 Volt

xx.

external, con-reversible

xxi.

Weight: 1050 gs

xxii.

Operating temperatures: -30°c to +60°c

xxiii.

Storing temperatures: -40°c to +70°c

connector 912 V on board vehicle supply).
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CHAPTER

COMPARISON

6.1

6

ANALYSIS

Introduction

In Chapter 5 discussed about Laser Gun model's

features and specifications.

The entire laser gun model has a different specification and features. The different of
Laser Gun models explained

in this chapter can be summarized

in the forams of'

graph and table. The objective of analysis is to identify best performance

of Laser

Gun model.

6.2

Speed Range Analysis
Every Laser Gun model has its own speed range measurement.

Figure 6.1

shows the speed range from seven types of Laser Gun model. The graph shows the
maximum-minimum

of vehicle speed range that Laser Gun model can be detected. 11'

the speed of vehicle is out of limit or range from specification of Laser (iun model,
the model could not be read and display the speed value of vehicle.
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Laser Gun Model Speed

Range

Speed (KPH)

600
500
400
300
200
100

0

-. $-LTI Marksman 20-20 (I)
Pro Laser II (II)
{-Kustom
LR90-234/p
(III)
A-RIEGL
-.
Lidar
(IV)
--Stalker
. . )K(V)
... -.. Laser Atlanta (VI)
(VII)
-}-LAVEg

Minimum-Maximum

Figure 6.1 The Speed Range of Laser Gun Model

From the graph in Figure 6.1, LaserPatrolTM shows the bigger range of speed
than other models, which 0 into 500 KPH of vehicle speed range measurement

1341.

Followed by Kustom Pro Laser II, which perform the second bigger vehicle speed
range, 4 into 480 KPH [30], then LAVEGT"' shows 0 into 350 KPI l 1341, 11 1
Marksman

20-20 shows 0 into 323 KPH and Stalker Lidar shows range from 2 into

323 KPH [35]. The RIEGL LR90-235/P only can detect the vehicle speed-reading
from 0 into 250 KPH [32].
The entire Laser Gun models provide the relevant speed range measurement.
If the vehicle speed on the road over limit from the speed measurement
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range, the

devices

cannot be detected.

This problem

can be avoided

by using Laser Gun

models that have a bigger speed range.

6.3

Distance

Range Analysis

Distance range measurement

determines

how far the Laser Gun detects the

vehicle speed to get the accuracy and efficient reading. Graph shown in Figure 6.2
performs the distance range of Laser Gun model. Each of Laser Gun model shows
the different

range of distance

depending

on their specifications

and range of'

detection.

Laser Gun Model Distance

Range

Dinstance (m)

1600
Iý

1400
1200

I

1000
800

I

600

Vl,

400

V
200

0
Marksman 20-20(l)
_-_-LTI
Pro Laser II (II)
-41ý-Kustom
RIEGL
LR0-235/P
(III)
&
_
Lidar
(IV)
-0-Stalker
(V)
-*(-LaserPatrol
Laser Atlanta (VI)
--q. -i -LAVEG (VII)

Minimum-Maximum

Figure 6.2 the distance range of Laser Gun model
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Graph in Figure 6.2 shows the Kustom Pro Laser II that performs the better
range of distance. This model can detect the speed of vehicle

from 1400-meter

distance [30]. LTI Marksman can detect the vehicle speed from the range of 10 to
1070 meter [31] and LaserPatrolTM can detect from the range of 10 to 600 meter
[34]. Stalker Lidar model just can detect the speed from the range 306 to 611 m. if
the distance of vehicle from Laser Gun is 100 in that means this Laser Gun type has
an error in speed measurement [35].
The RIEGL LR90-235/P

and Laser Atlanta

are standard

performance

in

distance range. Compare with LAVEGTM, this model can only detect the speed of
vehicle

in the range 30 to 350 m [34]. The entire Laser Gun models show the

relevant distance range except LAVEGTM because if the vehicle distance is over 350
m, the speed measurement cannot be measured.

6.4

Acquisition

Time Analysis

The acquisition time can define as the time for the Laser Gun to determine
the speed of moving vehicle. That means in this time acquisition range, the speed of
moving vehicle can be viewed in the Laser Gun display. Figure 6.3 shows the
acquisition

time of Laser Gun model.

Majority

of Laser Gun model

has an

acquisition time is 0.3s such as LTI Marksman 20-20, Kustom Pro Laser 11, Stalker
Lidar and Laser Atlanta [30, 31, 33, 35].
The acquisition time of LAVEGTM is 0.4 s which 0.1Is latency compare with
LTI Marksman 20-20, Kustom Pro Laser II, Stalker Lidar and Laser Atlanta. The
acquisition time RIEGL LR90-235/P

and LaserPatrol''"

are 0.5s. From this analysis,

LTI Marksman 20-20, Kustom Pro Laser II, Stalker Lidar and Laser Atlanta show
the fastest detection of moving vehicle speed compare the other.
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Laser Gun Model Acquisition

Time

QAcquisition Time

LAVEG
Laser Atlanta
LaserPatrol
Stalker Lidar
RIEGL LR90-235/P
Kustom Pro Laser II
LTI Marksman 20-20

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Time(s)

Figure 6.3 Acquisition time of Laser Gun model

6.5

Pinpoint

Analysis (Beam Divergence)

Pinpoint or beam divergence
Gun measurement

of infrared light is another element in Laser

speed must be considered. Figure 6.4 shows the beam divergence

of light of Laser Gun model. The entire model has a 0.3 milirad of beam divergence
light. Every 100 in the sighting beam spot size is 0.3 cm. Figure 6.5 shows the
characteristic of all model in beam width of infrared laser.
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Laser Gun Model PinPoint Beam
LTI Marksman 20-20

LaserAtlanta

ýý-\

\

\

/

ý

/

/

/ýý

RIEGL LR90-235/P

Q PinPoint Beam (milirad)

Figure 6.4 The beam divergence of laser in Laser Gun models

30cm

60cm

90c ill

l00
200
300
400

Figure 6.5 Nominal beam width of Laser Gun models
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120cm

6.6

Weight of Laser Gun Model Analysis
The weight of Laser Gun model is important element to consider especially

when the police traffic officer using the Laser Gun without tripod or monopod. If the
weight of devices is too heavy, possibility

for sweep error occurring is high. The

best solution is, the Laser Gun devices must be light because easy for police traffic
officer usage.
Figure 6.6 shows the weight of Laser Gun models, which the range of Laser
Gun weight is around 1 to 2 Kg. From analysis, the LAVEGTM model is heaviest
with the other model present 2.4 Kg. [34].
LaserPatrolTM is the lightest of Laser Gun model, which has 1.05 Kg. This
make the police traffic officer easy to held-up and using it. In general all the Laser
Gun models

show standard

weight.

This weight

aspect

becomes

important

to

consider especially in the speed trap operation without using monopod or tripod [34,
35].
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Weight of Laser Gun Model

vit

p 1.1' 1 Marksman 211-20( I )

weight

0 Kustom Pro I ascr II (11I

I.R90-215i1' (111)

[3RII'(iL

p Stalker I 'dar I IV I

LAVEG (VII)
Laser Atlanta (VI)
LaserPatrol (V)
Stalker Lidar (IV)
RIEGL LR90-235/P (III)
Kustom Pro Laser 11(11)
LTI Marksman 20-20 (I)

0 I aerPatrol
.

G laser

Iý

Atlanta

m I. AVP(i

(VI)

(VII)

Laser Gun Model

Figure 6.6 The weight of Laser Gun models

6.7

Result

Analysis

(The

Best

Performance

of

Laser

Gun:

A

Recommendation)
By considering
time, beam divergence

all aspects such as speed range, distance range, acquisition
and weight, the best performance

of Laser Gun will be

is
best. From
summarized in Table 6.1. Table 6.1 shows the Kustom Pro Laser II the
this analysis, there are in two main elements; speed and distance range.
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Laser Gun
type
LTI
Marksman
20-20
Kustom Pro
Laser II

Speed
Range
*

Distance
Range
**

**

**

RIEGL
LR90-235/P

*

*

Stalker Lidar

*

*

LaserPatrolTM

**

Acquisition
Time
*

*

Beam
Divergence
*

Weight

Result

*

******

*

*

*******

*

*

****

Laser Atlanta
*

*

LAVEGTM

*

*

****

** Best Performance
* Standard

Table 6.1 Comparison analysis result

The recommended

Laser Gun model based on analysis is Kustom Pro Laser

II because of its specifications
KPH, distance

that can detect the moving vehicle speed up to 48«)

up to 1400 meter and has a standard

acquisition and reasonable weight [30].
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CHAPTER

7

LASER GUN SPEED MEASUREMENT

SYSTEM

(VISUAL BASIC 6.0)

7.1

Introduction
The Laser Gun Speed Measurement

Basic 6.0 programming.

System is the system which using Visual

This system is very simple and 1ý'«'ý«ýýº'ýýý'ý'rand was
.

designed to store vehicle speed trap information.

7.2

"Laser Gun Speed Measurement

System" Objectives

There are four main objectives in this programming
"

system:

To find the best way to manage vehicle speed infbrmation (speed trap
data)

"

To search for the best solution of reevaluate the vehicle speed reading

"

To help police traffic officer in the speed trap setting by referring toy
Laser Gun specifications

"

To find the easiest way to guide Laser Gun user in converting speed
unit
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7.3

"Laser

Gun Speed Measurement

System" Functions

The Laser Gun Speed Measurement

System has four
main functions. First, it

Speed Information
can store speed trap information easily. The Vehicle

List can be

stored and managed the data more systematically and efficiently.
Second function is this system can find the actual speed of a vehicle. The
actual speed of vehicle can be calculated using the Laser Gun Error Measurement
subsystem, which include four types of cosine error.
Third, it can find the specification of Laser Gun. Police traffic can read and
print the Laser Gun specifications

using this program. The police traffic officer can

determined the best setting during speed trap operations.
The last function

is this system can convert the unit speed value easily.

Therefore, Police traffic officers do not have any problem on the speed unit.

7.4

"Laser Gun Speed Measurement"

subsystem

This system has four subsystems which each of it has own function and task.
Figure 7.1 shows the Laser Gun Speed Measurement
officer can select their desired subsystem.
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interface. User or police traffic

1-F f-

.
SELECTION

ý LASER.........................
.................
_.......
_...............
_............
1
GUN SýEEý
INFýRMATION
iiiii
LASER GUN ERROR MEASUREMENT

LASER GUN SPECIFICATIONS

I

I

LASER GUN SPEER CINVERTER

EXIT

Figure 7.1 Laser Gun Speed Measurement

7.4.1

System selection intcrtäcc

Laser Gun Speed Information
The main function of this subsystem is to store all the information of Vehicle

speed systematically.

The police traffic officer can find the information quickly by

typing the plate number and press the Plate No. Search button.
Figure 7.2 shows the Laser Gun Speed Ltforniation intcrlacc. This subsystem
not only can store the information

("ADD"

and "SAVE"

button),

but also can

display all the information when required. This information can also he deleted and
printed by pressing the "DELETE"

and "PRINT" button
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I-(-1-

04
VEHICLE SPEE" INFORMATION UST

PLATE NI.
SEARCH

I

FILE NUMBER
DATE

Day

Month

TIME

Hours

Minute

"PEPIAT"R

I

LASER GUN TYPE

Types

Year

0

-nd-sM

ALS
9
SAVE

D

JP-ELETE

L@GTI@N

BACK

SPEED LIMIT

I

VEHICLE PLATE
NS.

I

KMH

EXIT
LRINT

Meters

VEHICLE RANGE
VEHICLE SPEED

I

4 J! l ºfljj "V?

KMH

rMEVI@US I

LAST

0

FIgST

Figure 7.2 Vehicle Speed Information List Interface

7.4.2

Laser Gun Error Measurement
This subsystem

can be divided

into four types of calculation.

shows the four types of error measurement,

Figure 7.3

which each of it has a difference

situation and equation. Figure 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, and 7.7 show the sub-interface
"Laser Gun Error Measurement"

subsystem.
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in the

USER GUN ERROR MEASUREMENT

Iý : :....: : :

COSINE ERRGR I

; :: : ::

......
COSINEERROR 11(FromAn
overpass)
COSINE ERROR III (@n The Hill
Curves)
::::::
-- :: : :

I

COSINE ERROR IV (Between
I we tiru i r:urvesJ

' ::: :
I:::::

.....................................
.....................................
.....................................
.....................................
BACK

.....................................
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.....................................

Figure 7.3 "Laser Gun Error Measurement"

subsystem interlace

ERRGRIMEASUREMENT

CGSINE

...........

..........
Enter Vehicle Plate Number [j
Vehicle
Vehicle
Enter

SEARCH
Meters

Range
Speed
Distance

KPH
"U

Meters

vehicle

Path
CALCULATE
Cosine
Vehicle
Cosine

Error Anale
Actual

weorees

Speed

KPH

Error value

RESET

KPH

BACK

EXIT

: . :: : :: : : :: : : :: : : iýJ J ºý : : :
........................................................
Figure 7.4 Cosine Error I Measurement
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Interflice

CSSNE

11 ERROR

MEASUREMENT

(From

An

svsr'ass)

r$
Enter
Vehiob
Number

Flets

VehicM

Range

Vehids

Speed

ý

C

KrH
ý

Enter The Herisental
" istsnoe

ý
Enter
The
Distance

SEARCH
Motors

Vortical

MNawý
Mtatrura

CALCULATE
Cosine

Error

Arty.
bestows

Vohiole

Actual

Sped
KPH

Cosine

En.

r Vel..

KPH

Figure 7.5 Cosine Error II Measurements

COSINE

Enter
Vehicle

Hanle

Vehicle

Speed

Enter
Path

Distance

(On

III ERROR
MEASUREMENT
Thu
Hill / Curves)

Plate

Vehicle

(From An Overpass) interfüce

Nu.,

I

ber

i

SEARCH
Metals
KPH

"ff Vehicle

I

Moton
Nietaus

Enter The Horizontal
Distance
CALCULATE
Cosine
Vehicle
Cosine

Error

AnNle

Actual
Errer

0

1"R"

KPH

Speer

KPH

Value

BACK

RESET

EXIT

.....

.............
...
.....

It 4

º

ºI

...

Figure 7.6 Cosine Error III Measurement (On The Hill/Curves)

The entire subsystem
the cosine
Each
chapter

Gun Error

in the Laser

error angle to determine

actual

types

of calculation

four. TM police traffic officer

can determine

subsystem

speed reference

has difference

the vehicle

of vehicle

Search
using the

button.
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Measureiucu1

speed

interface

can be calculated

and cosine

error

value.

on the equation

in

the actual speed by entering

the

depending

Fr- r_

.

ý ý ý ý ý ý " ý ý COSINE
IV ERROR
"
(Between
Two
Enter Vehicle
N urwfer
Vehicle

Range

Vehicle

Speed

Ente,
Path

Distance

Plate

.

MEASUREMENT
Hill / Curves)

I

"

.

...........
SEARCH
Meters
KPH

811 Vehicle

Meters

I
CALCULATE

Cosine
Vehicle
Cosine

Ener
Actual
Angle

Angle

Degrees

Speed

KPH
KPH

Value

......................................................
AESET
BACK

..........
...
.....................
.....................
iý
.....................
.....................
......................................

EXIT
!-77777777777:

......................
º ºi ......................
......................
......................

Figure 7.7 Cosine Error IV Measurements (Between Two Hills/ Curves)

7.4.3

Laser Gun Specification
The main function of this subsystem is to help police traffic officer to find

the specifications of Laser Gun models during the speed trap operation.
Police traffic officer can get Laser Gun model without referring to Laser Gun
manuals. Therefore,

police traffic officer can save their time and setup the Laser

Gun position easily. They also can print the specification for their reference before
the operation

begins. Figure 7.8 shows the selection of Laser Gun specification.

Figure 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11 is another example of Laser Gun specifications.
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LASER GUN SPECIFlCATISNS
: LTI MMKSMAN I :
1:
20-29

KUSTGMrR"
LASER U

Figure 7.8 Laser Gun Specification selection lute! tare

LTIMARKSMAN21-21
SPECIFICATIONS

` ..
,....

Cick Pietu.

:
"
ý:. ................

ý"

....

....

..

Dimensions: 15 in s 5 in s/ in
W. isht 4.5 Rn
Speed M.asu. wd listancs: 38 It to 35M It
Sped Maxiars: . 2M qh I. " 2M arh (ms,

aaiy)
Accu. c! . / " I mph
Acyssiti. n Tow L 3 Seconds
Rary. M.asur. ss. nt Motamm 38 It to Will It
Acquisition Taw U Seconds
Acasac!

. I - 6 inches

PRINT
iACJ(ý

Figure 7.9 1.11 Marksman

E)al

20-211
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t"u ,

__-

ý

--_

---.......................................
STALKERU AR

ý n rf ý

Cick Pidwe
Target Mange: 1889 to 2UG feet
Speed Measure: 1 mph to 259 Mph
Acquisition Time: 8.33 s
Beam Divergence:
FWHM

<3 "I- 1.5 rata

Weight 3.8 lbs
Class

Laser:

Class

7

"'arating Tayaratwa:
raaraa C

..............

PRINT

.......................................
BACK

-38 to a68

.............
.............
EXIT

.......................................
.......................................

Figure 7.10 Stalker Lidar Specification

interface

KUSTOM MW LASER 11

......................................
.....................................
BACK
:::::

EXIT

Figure 7.11 Kustom Pro Laser II picture interface
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7.4.4

Laser Gun Converter
The main function of this subsystem is to convert speed unit such as MIII I to

KPH, FPS to MPH, KPH to MPH, FPS to MPH or m/s to Kill I. Figure 7.12 shows
the Laser Gun Converter

interface. This subsystem

traffic officer in speed unit conversion.
convert

was designed

The users just select the unit they want to

and key-in the speed value. When user pressed

the calculate

result will be displayed.

:::::

...........
LASER GUN SPEED CONVERTER
Enter Speed

Please Cheese The Speed Unit You Want T. Cenve(t

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

G From FPS to MPH
0- From MPH to FPS
Q From MPH to KPH
0 From KPH to MPH

... 0 From m/s to KPH
...
...
.........................................
..........................................
....
, :

..............
.............
..............
..............
"............
". " "
.............
.............
.............

..............
..............
..............
.............
..............
:: : :: : : :: : :

CONVERT

: : : :
Answer:

RESET

ý

to help police

BACK

EXIT

..........................................
...........................................
...........................................

Figure 7.12 Laser Gun Converter interface
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button, the

7.5

Programming
The Laser

Benefits
Gun Speed Measurement

system is to help the police traffic

officers in their speed trap operation. Advantages of this system are:
"

Speed

trap

information

will

be managed

more

effectively

systematically.
"

To ensure that tickets are only given to the actual traffic offenders.

"

Misalignment

"

Help the police traffic department to convert speed unit accurately.

speed trap setting can be avoided.
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and

CHAPTER

AND CONCLUSION

RECOMMENDATION

8.1

8

Recommendation
System design system is a good system

The Laser Gun Speed Measurement

for police traffic department. The main purpose of this system is to find the actual
speed of vehicle. Police traffic officer can store the vehicle

speed information,

setting the speed trap operation and can convert the difference unit speed.
From analysis, Kustom Pro Laser II is the best of Laser Gun model because
it offers the best performance

compare with other Laser Gun models. This model

can also detect the moving vehicle in bigger speed and distance range. The weight,
acquisition time and beam divergence of this model has standard value.
Gun Speed

Measurement

Gun hardware.

The actual

The Laser
with
shown

the Laser
directly

in the Laser Gun display.

System
speed

can be improved

of vehicle

All information

the I astir Gun ('Pt 1.
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by linking

can be identified

can be stored

directly

it
and
to

8.2

Conclusion
In this thesis, the Laser Gun system is using Time gi'Flight principle that can

calculate the vehicle speed by considering

the light distance travel and time take.

The average of speed can be calculated based on one light shooting, acquisition time
and multiple with subtraction of distance. To get the actual speed of vehicle, speedreading in the Laser Gun's display must be subtracted with potential

error value.

Potential error can be divided into four types of error, there are; cosine error, sweep
error, reflection error and overexposure
Laser Gun Speed Measurement

error.
System four main functions. This system is

using Visual Basic 6.0 software which every subsystem has own tasks and benefits.
The subsystems are Vehicle Speed Information List, Laser Gum Error A1easureinent,
Laser Gun Specifications

Gun Converter.
and Laser

Comparison

analysis is the one

way how to find the best performance

of Laser Gun model. For this purpose, each

Laser Gun model must be analyzing

from many aspect especially

distance range measurement.

The entire thesis objectives

successfully.
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in speed and

have been achieved

and
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APPENDIX

"LASER

GUN SPEED MEASUREMENT

Private Sub Command I_Click()
Unload Me
frmintro. Show vbModal
End Sub
Private Sub lmage7_Click()
Unload Me
frmlntro. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub CommandCancel_Click()
'Exit the system
End
End Sub

Private Sub CommandEnterClick()
'unload the form and display the Pilih form
If txtPassword. Text = "Operator" Then
Unload Me
frmPilih. Show vbModal
Else
MsgBox "Invalid Log In, vbCritical, "Wrong Password"
txtPassword. Text =
txtPassword. SetFocus
End If
End Sub

private Sub cmdCon_Click()
Unload Me
frmConverter. Show vbModal
txtValuec. Text =
txtValuec. SetFocus
End Sub
Private Sub cmdExitSelect_Click()
End
End Sub

Private Sub Command lClick()
'Unload the form and display the List form
Unload Me
frmList. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub Command2_Click()
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SYSTEM"

CODING

'Unload the form and display the Error form
Unload Me
frmError. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub Command3_Click()
'Unload the form and display the Spec Form
Unload Me
frmSpec. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdAdd_Click()
'Add a new Record
if cmdAdd. Caption = "&ADD" Then
datList2. Recordset. AddNew
txtFile2. SetFocus
DisableButtons
cmdSave. Enabled = True
cmdAdd. Caption = "&Cancel"
Else
datList2. Recordset. CancelUpdate
EnabledButtons
cmdSave. Enabled = False
cmdAdd. Caption = "&ADD"
End If
End Sub

Private Sub cmdBack l A_Click()
'Unload the form and display the Pilih form
Unload Me
frmPilih. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdDelete_Click()
'Delete the current record
With datList2. Recordset
Delete
.
MoveNext
.
if. EOF Then
Move Previous
.
If. BOF Then
MsgBox "The Speed Information List is empty". vbinformation, "No Records"
DisableButtons
End If
End If
End With
End Sub
Private Sub cmdExit_Click()
'Exit the project
End
End Sub

Private Sub cmdFirstClick()
'Move to first record
datL ist2. Recordset. MoveFirst
End Sub

Private Sub cmdLastClick()
'Move to last record
dat List2. Recordset. MoveLast
End Sub
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Private Sub cmdNext_Click()
'Move to Next record
With datList2. Recordset
MoveNext
.
If. EOF Then
MoveFirst
.
End If
End With
End Sub

Private Sub cmdPrevious_Click()
'move to Previous record
With datList2. Recordset
MovePrevious
.
If. BOF Then
MoveLast
.
End If
End With
End Sub

Private Sub DisableButtons()
cmdNext. Enabled = False
cmdPrevious. Enabled = False
cmdFirst. Enabled = False
cmdLast. Enabled = False
cmdDelete. Enabled = False
End Sub

Private Sub EnabledButtons()
cmdNext. Enabled = True
cmdPrevious. Enabled = True
cmdFirst. Enabled = True
cmdLast. Enabled = True
cmdDelete. Enabled = True
End Sub

Private Sub cmdSave_Click()
'Save the current record
datList2. Recordset. Update
EnabledButtons
cmdSave. Enabled = False
cmdAdd. Caption = "&Add"
End Sub

Private Sub cmdSearch_Click()
datList2. Recordset. FindFirst "[Vehicle_Flat_No]="' & txtFlat3 &
If datList2. Recordset. NoMatch = True Then
MsgBox "Not Found"
Else
MsgBox "Found"
End If
End Sub

Private Sub Commandl_Click(
PrintForm
End Sub

private Sub cmdBack2 Click()
Unload the form and display the Pilih form
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Unload Me
frmPilih. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdCosinel_Click()
'Unload the form and display the Cosinel form
Unload Me
frmCosine 1.Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdCosine2_Click()
'Unload the form and display the Cosine2 form
Unload Me
frmCosine2. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdCosine3_Click()
'Unload the form and display the Cosine3 forth
Unload Me
frmCosine3. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdCosine4_Click()
'Unload the form and display the Cosine4 form
Unload Me
frmCosine4. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdSweep_Click()
'Unload the form and display the Sweep form
Unload Me
frmSweep. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdBackc 1_Click()
Unload Me
frmError. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdCal I Click()
Then
If txtDistancecl. Text =
MsgBox "Please Enter Distance Off Vehicle Path ", vbCritical, "Cannot Calculated"
txtDistancec l .Text = ""
txtDistancec I. SetFocus
Else
Dim r As Double, s As Double, d As Double, X As Double, Alpha As Integer, Actual As Integer, Error As Integer
r = IblRange2c I.Caption
s = lblSpeed2c I . Caption
d = txtDistancec I. Text
X=d/r
Alpha = Atn(X)
IblAnglec I. Caption = Alpha
Actual = s * Cos(Alpha)
IblActualcI = Actual
Error = Actual - s
lblValuccI = Error
End If
End Sub
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Private Sub cmdExit_Click()
End
End Sub

Private Sub cmdResetCI_Click()
With txtFlatcI
Text =
.
SetFocus
.
End With
IblRange2cl. Caption =
IblSpeed2c I.Caption =
txtDistancec I. Text
IblAnglec I. Caption
IblActualc l Caption
.
IblValuecl. Caption
End Sub

Private Sub cmdSearch2_Click()
datList2. Recordset. FindFirst "[Vehicle_Flat_No]="'
If datList2. Recordset. NoMatch = True Then
MsgBox "Not Found"
Else
MsgBox "Found"
End If
End Sub

& txtFlatcI &

Private Sub cmdBackc2_Click()
Unload Me
frmError. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdCal l_Click()
If txtHorizon. Text = "" Then
MsgBox "Please Enter Horizontal and Vertical Distance ", vbCritical, "Cannot Calculated"
txtHorizon. Text =
txtHorizon. SetFocus
Else
Dim r As Double, s As Double, h As Double, xI As Double, x2 As Double, Y As Double, Alpha As Integer, Actual A.
Integer,
Error As Integer
r = lblRange2c2. Caption
s = lblSpeed2c2. Caption
h = txtHorizon. Text
Y = txtVertical. Text
xl=(h*h)+(Y*Y)
x2=(Sgr(xl))/r
Alpha = Atn(x2)
lb]anglec2. Caption = Alpha
Actual = s * Cos(Alpha)
IblActualc2 = Actual
Error = Actual - s
IblValuec2 = Error
End If
End Sub

Private Sub cmdResetc2_Click()
With txtFlatc2
Text =
.
SetFocus
.
End With
IblRange2c2. Caption =
IblSpeed2c2. Caption =
txtHorizon. Text =
txtVertical. Text =
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Iblanglec2. Caption =
lblActualc2. Caption
IbIValuec2. Caption
End Sub

Private Sub cmdSearch3_Click()
datList2. Recordset. FindFirst "[Vehicle_Flat_No]=`
If datList2. Recordset. NoMatch = True Then
MsgBox "Not Found"
Else
MsgBox "Found"
End If
End Sub

& txtFlatc2 &

Private Sub Command3_Click()
End
End Sub

Private Sub cmdBackc3_Click()
Unload Me
frmError. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdCalc3 ClickO
If txtDistancec3. Text = Then
MsgBox "Please Enter Distance off Vehicle Path and Horizontal Distance ", vbCritical, "Cannot Calculated"
txtDistancec3Text = ""
txtDistancec3. SetFocus
Else
Dim r As Double, s As Double, h As Double, xl As Double, Y As Double, Alpha As Integer. Actual As Integer. I nor Aý
Integer
r = IblRange2c3. Caption
s = IblSpeedc3. Caption
d = txtDistancec3. Text
h = txtHorizonc3. Text
xl=d/h
Alpha = Atn(x 1)
IblAnglec3. Caption = Alpha
Actual = s * Cos(Alpha)
IblActualc3 = Actual
Error = Actual - s
IblValuec3 = Error
End If
End Sub

Private Sub cmdExitc3_Click()
End
End Sub

Private Sub cmdResetc3_Click()
With txtFlatc3
Text =
.
SetFocus
.
End With
IblRange2c3. Caption
IbiSpeedc3. Caption
txtHorizonc3. Text
txtDistancec3. Text
IblAnglec3. Caption
IblActualc3. Caption
IblValuec3. Caption = ""
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End Sub

Private Sub cmdSearchc3_Click()
datList2. Recordset. FindFirst "[Vehicle_Flat_No]=&
If datList2. Recordset. NoMatch = True Then
MsgBox "Not Found"
Else
MsgBox "Found"
End If
End Sub

txtFlatc3 &

Private Sub cmdBackc4_ClickO
Unload Me
frmError. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdCalc4 Click()
If txtDistancec4. Text = Then
MsgBox "Please Enter Distance off Vehicle Path ", vbCritical, "Cannot Calculated"
txtDistancec3Text = ""
txtDistancec3. SetFocus
Else
Dim r As Double, s As Double, x I As Double, Y As Double, Alpha As Integer, Actual As Integer, Error As Integei
r = IblRange2c4. Caption
s = IblSpeedc4. Caption
d = txtDistancec4. Text
x1=d/r
Alpha = Sin(x I)
lblAnglec4. Caption = Alpha
Actual = s * Cos(Alpha)
IblActualc4 = Actual
Error = Actual - s
lblValuec4 = Error
End If
End Sub

Private Sub cmdExitc4_Click()
End
End Sub

Private Sub cmdResetc4_Click(
With txtFlatc4
Text =
SetFocus
.
End With
IblRange2c4.

Caption

IblSpeedc4. Caption
txtDistancec4. Text =
lb] Anglec4. Caption
lblActualc4. Caption
IblValucc4. Caption
End Sub

Private Sub cmdSearchc4_Click()
datList2. Recordset. FindFirst "[Vehicle_Flat_No]="'
if datList2. Recordset. NoMatch = True Then
MsgBox Not Found"
Else
MsgBox "Found"
End If
End Sub

& txtFlatc4 &
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Private Sub cmdAtlanta_ClickO
'Unload the Form and display the Atlanta form
Unload Me
frmAtlanta. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdBack3_Click()
'Unload the Form and display the Pilih form
Unload Me
frmPilih. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdExitSpec_Click()
End

End Sub

Private Sub cmdLaveg_Click()
Unload Me
frmLaveg. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdLti_Click()
'Unload the Form and display the Lti form
Unload Me
frmLti. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdPro2_Click()
'Unload the Form and display the Prot form
Unload Me
frmPro2. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdPro3_Click()
'Unload the Form and display the Pro3 form
Unload Me
frmpatrol. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdRiegl_Click()
'Unload the Form and display the Riegl form
Unload Me
frmRiegl. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdStalker_ClickO
'Unload the Form and display the Riegl form
Unload Me
frmStalker. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdBack6 Click()
'Unload the form and display the Spec form
Unload Me

III

frmSpec. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdExit_Click()
'Exit the project
End
End Sub

Private Sub cmdFigure4_Click()
Unload Me
frmPicaltanta. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub Command I_Click()
PrintForm
End Sub

Private Sub cmdBacklaveg_Click()
Unload Me
frmSpec. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdExitlaveg_Click()
End

End Sub

Private Sub cmdPicLaveg_Click()
Unload Me
t'mPiclaveg.
End Sub

Show vbModal

Private Sub ('ommand3_ClickO
PrintForm

End Sub

Prn ate Sub cmdl3ack5
ClickO
'l'nload the firm and display he Spec form
Unload Me

t'mSpec. Sho%%
%bModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdExit_Click()
'Exit the Project

End
End Sub

Private Sub cmdFigurel_Click()
l nload Me
frmPicltt. Show cbModal
End Sub
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Private Sub Command l_ClickO
PrintForm
End Sub

Private Sub cmdPrintpat_Click()
PrintForm
End Sub

Private Sub Commandl_Click()
Unload Me
frmSpec. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub Command2_Click()
End
End Sub

Private Sub Command3_Click()
Unload Me
frmPicpatrol. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdBack7 Click()
'Unload the form and display the Spec form
Unload Me
frmSpec. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdExit_Click()
'Exit the project
End
End Sub

Private Sub cmdFigure2_Click()
Unload Me
frmPicPro2. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub Command
PrintForm

I_Click()

End Sub

Private Sub cmdßack4_ClickO
'Unload the Form and display the Spec form
Unload Me
frmSpec. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdExit_ClickO
'Exit the project
End
End Sub
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Private Sub cmdFigure3_Click()
Unload Me
frmPicriegl. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub Command I_Click()
PrintForm
End Sub

Private Sub cmdBacks_Click()
Unload Me
frmSpec. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdExits_Click()
End
End Sub

Private Sub cmdFigures_Click()
Unload Me
frmPicstalker. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub Command4_Click()
PrintForm
End Sub

Private Sub cmdBackAtlanta_Click()
Unload Me
frmAtlanta. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdExitAltanta_Click()
End
End Sub

Private Sub Command2_Click()
End
End Sub

Private Sub frmPiclaveg_Click()
Unload Me
frmLaveg. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdBacklti_Click()
Unload Me
frmLti. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdExitlti_Clicko
End
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End Sub

Private Sub cmdBackp_Click()
Unload Me
frmpatrol. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdExit_Click()
End
End Sub

Private Sub cmdBackpro2_Click()
Unload Me
frmPro2. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdExitPro2_Click()
End
End Sub

Private Sub cmdBackriegl_Click()
Unload Me
frmRiegl. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdRExitriegl_Click()
End
End Sub

Private Sub cmdBackstal_Click()
Unload Me
frmStalker. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdExit_Click()
End
End Sub

Private Sub cmdConv_Click()
Unload Me
frmPilih. Show vbModal
End Sub

Private Sub cmdConvert_Click()
Then
IftxtValuec. Text =
MsgBox "Please Enter The Value Speed", vbCritical, "Cannot Calculated"
txtValuec. Text =
txt V aluec. Set Focus
Dim v As Double, Value As Integer
ElselfoptFPS. Value = True Then
d = Clnt(txtValuec. Text)
Value = (d * 3600) / 5280
IblValuec. Caption = Valuc
IblUnit = "MPH"
Elself optKph. Value = True Then
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d = txtValuec. Text
Value = d * 0.62
lblValuec. Caption = Value
IblUnit = " MPH"
ElseIf optMph. Value = True Then
d = txtValuec. Text
Value = (d * 5280) / 3600
lblValuec. Caption = Value
lblUnit = "FPS"
ElseIf optMph2. Value = True Then
d = txtValuec. Text
Value = d /0.62
IblValuec. Caption = Value
IblUnit = "KPH"
ElseIf optMs. Value = True Then
d = txtValuec. Text
Value = d * (3600 / 1000)
lblValuec. Caption = Value
IblUnit = "KPH"
End If
End Sub

Private Sub cmdExitConv_Click()
End
End Sub

Private Sub cmdMph_Click()
IftxtValuec. Text = "" Then
MsgBox "Please Enter The Value Speed", vbCritical, "Cannot Calculated"
txtValuec. Text = ""
txtValuec. SetFocus
Else
Dim v As Double, Value As Integer
d = txtValuec. Text
Value = d / 0.62
lblValuec. Caption = Value
IblUnit = "KPH"
End If
End Sub

Private Sub cmdResetcon'_Click(
With txtValuec
Text =
.
SetFocus
.
End With
optFPS. Value = False
optMph. Value = False
optMph2. Value = False
optKph. Value = False
optMs. Value = False
IN Val uec. Caption
IblUnit. Caption
End Sub
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